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Foreword
Welcome to this, Ofcom’s fourth report on our Technology Research Programme.
This year we report on a diverse range of projects. The management of spectrum naturally
remains a key theme within our research programme. However, the work detailed in this
report illustrates how our research reflects the breadth of our regulatory duties. For example,
we report on our studies into the communications infrastructure required to support novel
entertainment services over the coming 20 years. We also present the findings on a study to
better understand the environmental impact of communications systems.
As in previous years, we welcome comments on the research reported, and on the scope
and direction of our future plans for further research next year. Your feedback can be
directed by email to gary.clemo@ofcom.org.uk.
Ofcom does not conduct technology research in-house; rather, we engage the services of a
wide range of consultancies, public bodies and academic institutions to conduct research on
our behalf. The quality of research continues to be high and I welcome the level of
stakeholder engagement, through workshops and interviews, that has guided many of this
year’s projects. We gratefully acknowledge the work of the consortia on these projects and
the help received from many of the consortia members in compiling this report.

Peter Ingram
Chief Technology Officer
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Executive Summary
Introduction
This is Ofcom’s fourth Technology Research Report, providing an overview of the
technology research programme at Ofcom during 2008/09. This report presents the findings
of the consortia of industry, consultants and academic institutions that have undertaken the
technical work on Ofcom’s behalf. The views expressed are those of the consultants and are
not necessarily endorsed by Ofcom. It is worth emphasising that all of the activities
described here are research projects; by their very nature they are speculative and relate to
visions of the future telecommunications landscape, rather than current regulatory policy.
Ofcom publishes an overview of technology research on an annual basis to inform
stakeholders of findings, to stimulate debate and to gather feedback on both the results and
the future direction of the programme. While publication of this report does not constitute a
formal consultation, we welcome any observations stakeholders care to make.

Context
Ofcom is the regulator for the UK communications industries with responsibilities across
television, radio, telecommunications and wireless communications services. By
understanding potential future technology developments, Ofcom can determine how
technologies and services might develop and shape regulatory policy accordingly.

Key findings
The research during 2008-09 has concentrated more on policy and our regulatory duties
than in previous years, where it looked at emerging technologies. Consequently, it has led to
a range of results that have important implications across a wide range of policies, especially
in the area of spectrum.
The work on congestion and occupancy has yielded some interesting results about licenceexempt policy, particularly at 2.4GHz, as well as opening up new ways of looking at
spectrum data through a UK-wide occupancy database. The environmental work raises
some important questions as to the extent to which we should consider environmental issues
as part of our existing duties.
This year we have grouped the research projects into two categories, summarised in the
following sections.

Communications in society: Entertainment and the environment
There are a number of ways to approach technology research within the communications
and media domains. One approach might be to focus on a particular technology, to
understand how it might provide a new service or use spectrum more efficiently. An
alternative approach might be to focus on the needs of a sector of society or industry and
then work towards understanding the technologies that may be required to meet those
needs. Both approaches are equally valuable and enable an organisation like Ofcom to
understand both the details of technology evolution and gain an appreciation of how new
and emerging technologies might benefit the citizen-consumer.
In this category we have grouped together three projects on the basis that we are interested
in how communications technology could be used to fulfil a role in society, rather than on
specific technologies themselves. The entertainment sector is a major user of
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communications networks and services, covering the production, distribution and
consumption of content. We commissioned two entertainment studies, covering shortmedium and long term views.
The first project considered whether there were any barriers, either commercial or technical,
in delivering services such as video-on-demand across the open Internet in the shortmedium term. The project concluded that core networks could be upgraded to provide
sufficient capacity as needed. In the case of extreme traffic demands, the costs to do this
might be in the region of £1 – £3 per household per month on top of existing Internet Service
Provider (ISP) subscriptions; however, given the increase in value of the data consumed in
the home this increase in price might be acceptable.
Looking to the longer term, we commissioned a second study to assess the entertainment
services that consumers are likely to want in the next 10-20 years. We can then consider
whether sufficient networks, technologies and spectrum exist to enable these services to be
provided. The project suggested that there are two key scenarios which might unfold. In the
first, users download most content to a home server and then distribute it around the home.
Content is ‘side-loaded’ onto mobile devices via wireless in-home connectivity. Most video
consumption is in the home on large screens. In the second scenario the mobile device
becomes the entertainment server. Content is loaded directly onto the mobile via a range of
networks and video consumption takes place when mobile or in a range of locations.
In terms of communications resources, we noted that the ‘home’ scenario can be readily
accommodated with existing or planned core, access and wireless networks. However, we
observed that the ‘mobile’ scenario could lead to increased spectrum pressure in around 10
years time as demand builds. This demand might be met, for example, with released military
spectrum in the 4GHz band.
The study concluded that either of the two scenarios could unfold with equal probability. It
may be possible to predict which scenario is transpiring by monitoring a number of metrics
such as the take-up of mobile data. We could then take proactive steps to adjust our
spectrum policies as a result, encouraging more rapid release of spectrum across key
bands, if needed. This is an important result that enables us to better understand whether
demand for entertainment services will overwhelm networks in coming years.
The third project in this category seeks to understand the impact communications networks
and devices can have on the environment. Our principal duty is the promotion of citizen and
consumer interests, which arguably includes such environmental considerations. In the
future, we may be expected to consider environmental impacts explicitly, so we
commissioned a study to understand whether this would materially change the decisions we
make, particularly relating to radio spectrum.
The project noted that assessing the absolute environmental impact of any network was
extremely difficult given the many components, such as base stations, handsets, computer
servers, civil works, power requirements, eventual decommissioning costs and so on. Many
of these would have a large international component – for example, handsets are mostly
made outside of the UK and might also be recycled or disposed of internationally.
However, it is much simpler to assess the relative environmental impact of different networks
since this substantially reduces the scope of those areas that need be considered. The
project included a number of case studies, which showed that for consumer services the
environmental impact is typically dominated by the end-user devices and not the network.
So, for example, although a satellite broadcast network uses less power than a terrestrial
broadcast network, this is only a tiny fraction of the power consumed in the home and hence
generally not a key reason to prefer one system over another. Another interesting case study
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showed that, from an environmental viewpoint, a network that made extensive use of
femtocells was preferable to one that achieved the same coverage via additional macro and
microcells.
The study shows that tensions might arise between existing policy approaches and greater
weight being placed on environmental impacts. For example, using spectrum more efficiently
might enable additional networks to be deployed, leading to valuable new services – but may
increase environmental impacts. Promoting competition through infrastructure deployment
may also increase environmental impacts. However, it is not uncommon for such tensions to
arise and solutions are typically found by weighting the various approaches appropriately.

Spectrum: Modelling, measurement and future usage
One of Ofcom’s major responsibilities is the management of the radio spectrum. Better
spectrum management leads to more efficient utilisation and an increase in value for all
stakeholders. The consumer, increasingly dependent on wireless and mobile
communications, directly benefits from our work in this area. By improving our knowledge of
how various parts of the spectrum are actually used we can take steps to ensure that the
services to which they subscribe meet the standards of quality they expect – and have paid
for. The projects described in this section include both practical modelling and measurement
of spectrum usage, and an investigation into ways in which spectrum might be used in the
future.
We have long been interested in the degree of congestion in licence-exempt (LE) spectrum,
particularly the band at 2.4GHz. Measurements from previous years’ research projects
suggested only around 20% occupancy but we were concerned that occupancy might not be
a good measure of congestion, particularly for WiFi systems. There is also much anecdotal
information that WiFi systems are highly congested in cities and failing to work in certain
locations. We therefore commissioned the design of a novel monitoring system based on
smartphone devices with global positioning system (GPS) and WiFi capabilities. These were
then carried around city centres, including into a number of buildings such as railway
stations, where they monitored key beacon signals transmitted from WiFi networks and
measured performance parameters. A test network was also built in the laboratory to try to
replicate the measurements made.
The measurements showed that WiFi was relatively uncongested, even in those
environments where there were many WiFi networks. The protocols within WiFi appeared to
generally work well in sharing the available resources. Many anecdotes, such as the
congregation of WiFi devices onto default channels, were shown to be false. However, the
work showed that where WiFi performance was poor, for example in some London railway
stations, this was predominantly due to interference from non-WiFi devices. The worst
interference appears to come from video senders – devices that send TV signals throughout
the house, allowing, for example, all TVs to view the signal from a set-top box. This is a new
insight, not noted before, and would explain many of the anecdotal observations. It is also
somewhat worrying as video senders appear to be proliferating.
The second project in this category investigated a novel way of measuring spectrum
utilisation over a much wider area. Our consultants’ approach involved deploying
measurement equipment on the roofs of the vehicles used by a UK-wide sales force to
capture information on frequency bands from 10MHz to 6GHz. The project led to the first tool
able to show occupancy across the UK in all of our key bands working in real-time from a
data set of over 200GB of measurements. Initial analysis of the data suggests it is possible
to extract accurate usage information across a wider range of locations than previously
possible.
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We are currently half way through a two year project which is working towards unifying the
many existing propagation algorithms into a smaller set, a so-called wide-range propagation
model. Work in the first year has concentrated on identifying the constituent sub-models that,
in the second year, will be combined into the unified model. This year has seen the
development of a number of sub-models, including an approach to capture the sporadic
interference caused by ionospheric and meteorological phenomena.
The next project in this category investigated an approach to determine whether wind farms
cause radio interference to wireless fixed link systems. We commissioned a series of field
trials to measure the effects of wind farms on fixed link and scanning telemetry systems. The
study found that the most satisfactory method for predicting the impact of wind turbines
involves characterising turbines in terms of their radar cross section. The limited trials
undertaken by our consultants have established a useful method for performing this
characterisation.
In addition to practical spectrum research, we also undertake more abstract and theoretical
studies. These typically involve predicting ways in which spectrum might be used in the
future. Ofcom has already set in place a number of initiatives to make more efficient use of
the spectrum. Such major changes, however, can take years to complete and, in the
intervening period, there may be a possibility of increased pressure on available spectrum.
We, therefore, commissioned a complex modelling project, which examines possible
demand for spectrum from different services including cellular, short range, broadcasting
and fixed wireless access. It uses a wide range of scenarios, some of which are deliberately
extreme, in order to understand whether there is sufficient supply to meet these demands
across a number of different frequency bands and services. Our consultants’ modelling
factors in known and predicted spectrum release, improvements in technology and detailed
models of different types of networks.
The study suggests that there will likely continue to be a need to maintain our market-based
approach to spectrum management, in order to ensure that the finite supply of spectrum in
the most sought-after frequency bands is channelled to the users and uses that generate the
greatest benefits for society. Pressure on frequencies below 15GHz may be mitigated by
spectrum awards and on the release of spectrum by public sector users. The latter is subject
to decisions by government departments, especially the Ministry of Defence 1. The
conclusions of the study are broadly consistent with work carried out for the Independent
Audit of Spectrum Holdings on spectrum demand for non-government services 2005-2025 2.
Demand for spectrum depends on a wide range of factors, including price, whether set by
the market or administered incentive pricing (AIP), the availability of spectrum on the
secondary market and release of additional spectrum. For example, if licence fees were
reduced, demand would rise and shortages would become more likely. A similar result would
ensue if spectrum releases were curtailed. The study suggested that for almost all services
and scenarios, the effective supply of spectrum will potentially grow faster than underlying
demand, with implications for appropriate policies to be followed on spectrum pricing, trading
and release. The study concluded that pressure on available supply was most likely to be
experienced in two particular cases. First, under a number of cellular scenarios, spectrum
demand will increase more quickly than supply in the next few years as wireless data grows.
Secondly, under the most aggressive demand growth, the study predicted that there will be
increased pressure on spectrum for short range wireless services in around 10 years.

1

See http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/file46420.pdf and http://www.mod.uk/NR/rdonlyres/40622FC9DC7B-40FC-B48A-90408F6F7676/0/spectrumstatement_051208.pdf
2
See http://www.spectrumaudit.org.uk/pdf/spectrum_demand.pdf
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However, as mentioned above, these findings significantly depend on the amounts of
spectrum public sector bodies decide to release to the market within the study period.
In addition to these spectrum-related projects, we have also undertaken a project that
considers the issues around determining the commercial value of spectrum to a potential
buyer or seller. The modelling phase of this project is currently drawing to a close. We
expect to publish this research report via our website and will summarise the project
approach and findings in next year’s annual report.

The coming year’s research
Over the past six months, we have consulted widely, both within Ofcom and externally, on
suitable topics for the 2009/10 technology research programme. At the time of writing, ten
projects are under consideration:
•

Communications technologies for assisted living. In this project we seek
to understand which services and underlying technologies will be required by
elderly and disabled people in order to enable them to lead a fully inclusive
life. We can then predict future requirements on communications networks
and act, if necessary, to ensure that there are no technical or regulatory
barriers to the provision of these services;

•

The future of advertising. Here we propose to undertake a study of the
technologies that are likely to be used as advertisers turn to increasingly
innovative ways to generate revenue. Technologies for behavioural and
personalised advertising are of particular interest, along with the implications
for the individual’s privacy;

•

Technology horizon scanning. More generally, we need to keep abreast of
emerging, and entirely new, technologies. This project will involve seeking
expert judgement on the likely impact of emerging technologies across
Ofcom’s industry sectors;

•

Assessing network quality of experience. The most common measure of
network performance is speed or data rate. However, there are many other
ways to categorise and measure performance – and many factors that affect
network performance. In the future, a more varied selection of metrics will be
required to categorise network performance, especially important given the
increasing amount of multimedia traffic. We are, therefore, proposing to
investigate how the user’s view of ‘quality of experience’ relates to underlying,
network-level performance metrics. We then propose to investigate
technologies that could be deployed to realise quality of experience levels in a
network. Such technologies could be used to make better use of the network
link through innovative traffic management and may enable users to get
better broadband performance without the need to upgrade to a faster line;

•

The capacity limits of fibre networks. Fibre optic networks offer the
promise of data rates to the home in excess of 50Mbit/s and substantially
more in future years as the technologies evolve. It is often suggested,
anecdotally, that the capacity of fibre networks is so great, it can be
considered unlimited. In reality, capacity will depend on a number of factors,
such as network design, the technologies used in network equipment and the
quality of the fibre optic itself. We are proposing a study to inform us on these
limitations;
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•

Understanding the deployment efficiency of microphones in Ultra High
Frequency (UHF) spectrum. One of the key uses of spectrum in UHF Bands
IV and V (470 – 862MHz) is wireless microphones for programme making and
special events (PMSE). This equipment is still primarily analogue, although
digital technology is available on the market and increasingly being used in
professional settings, such as West End theatres. Digital microphones are
becoming available, which are more spectrally efficient, but may suffer from
latency between input and output. We are proposing a study to develop a
better understanding of the spectral efficiency of analogue and digital wireless
microphones;

•

Study of current and future receiver performance. The cost of TV
receivers influences their performance. While they may provide a good quality
of reception currently, there is a concern that after the switch from analogue
to digital TV is completed, cheaper receivers may be susceptible to
interference from new services operating in the UHF band. The proposed
study will investigate the cost impact of improving receiver performance to
ensure that new services can co-exist with digital TV with no degradation in
quality;

•

Locating devices in areas where GPS is unavailable. Ofcom has
previously suggested that cognitive radio devices may be allowed to operate
in the UHF bands once the switch from analogue to digital TV is complete.
Cognitive radios are able to opportunistically use frequencies which may
ordinarily be in use by others. One condition of their use is that steps are
taken to minimise the risk of them interfering with existing spectrum users.
One approach is to maintain a database of observed radio activity at various
locations; a cognitive radio would check the database prior to communicating
to be sure that its target frequency is not being used. This approach requires
cognitive radios to know their location. GPS is a popular positioning service,
but may not always be available at all locations. We are therefore proposing a
study to investigate other methods of deriving location information;

•

Understanding likely interference effects of future power line
communications equipment. There are a number of wired and wireless
technologies available for home networking. One approach that appears to be
gaining popularity is networking through the electrical mains wiring within the
house, with the current generation of products offering data rates of up to
200Mbit/s. These products may interfere with existing spectrum users, such
as short wave radio, maritime and aeronautical transmissions. The purpose of
the proposed study is to investigate how the technologies used in these
products are likely to evolve in the coming 5 to 10 years and to understand
the likely interference effects on existing radio systems; and

•

Improving our propagation models. Precipitation has a surprisingly
profound effect on radio waves, especially those at the higher frequencies
that are used for fixed wireless links. If our tools do not accurately model the
effects of sleet and snow there is a possibility that we will be overly cautious
in our approach to spectrum management, leading to less efficient use of the
spectrum. This study will investigate and propose ways in which to improve
the accuracy of our modelling tools.

The activities and outcomes of these projects will be presented in the next annual research
report.
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Section 1

1. Technology research at Ofcom
1.1

Introduction

This is Ofcom’s fourth Technology Research Report, providing an overview of the
technology research programme at Ofcom during 2008/09. This report presents the findings
of the consortia of industry, consultants and academic institutions that have undertaken the
technical work on Ofcom’s behalf. The views expressed are those of the consultants and are
not necessarily endorsed by Ofcom. It is worth emphasising that all of the activities
described here are research projects; by their very nature they are speculative and relate to
visions of the future telecommunications landscape, rather than current regulatory policy.
Ofcom publishes an overview of technology research on an annual basis to inform
stakeholders of findings, to stimulate debate and to gather feedback on both the results and
the future direction of the programme. While publication of this report does not constitute a
formal consultation, we welcome any observations stakeholders care to make.

1.2

Technical research to help shape the regulatory environment

Technology underpins many of the valuable services that we use today, such as our mobile
phones, our broadband connections and the broadcast content we consume on television
and radio. Most visions of the future foresee dramatic increases in the amount of information
sent both through wired and wireless systems and forecast a range of innovative new
services based on exploiting ever faster access and ever cheaper electronic equipment.
Understanding how communications technology and services are likely to evolve and the
implications for the regulatory environment is critical in ensuring that regulation assists
innovation, rather than hinders it.
Broadly, Ofcom’s technology research programme is focussed around understanding and
furthering new technologies and services. We also have specific duties to ensure efficient
use of the radio spectrum. Therefore, some of our research activities are directed at
technologies and algorithms that facilitate better use of the spectrum.
Under the overall objective of maintaining a clear understanding of technology trends and
regulatory implications, and encouraging best use of the radio spectrum, our technical
research programme covers a number of key strands:
•

Performing investigations into how sectors of society will develop over the
next 10 to 20 years. Such long term research will enable Ofcom to anticipate
future impacts on the underlying communications infrastructure and quantify
any requirements for changes to regulation in general and spectrum
allocation in particular;

•

Performing investigations into emerging technologies, for both wired and
wireless applications, to understand the impacts they may have on the future
regulatory environment; and

•

Improving our understanding of how spectrum is utilised and then using this
information to manage spectrum more effectively.

1
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1.3

The technology research programme in overview

In the year to April 2009, Ofcom’s technical research programme comprised eight major
projects. During the year, our projects involved 14 separate organisations acting as primeand sub-contractors, including private commercial organisations, university departments and
government funded research institutions. As well as ensuring the best possible team is
available to conduct the research, this facilitates an exchange of information and networking
across the technical community around the country. Broadly, Ofcom owns the intellectual
property arising from the projects it funds and makes all output freely available via our
website.
Most of these projects both commenced and concluded within the timeframe covered by this
report; the report also covers one project that commenced prior to April 2008. Final reports
of all studies undertaken are available on the Ofcom website 3 and the complete list of the
studies that make up the Ofcom technology research programme can be found in Annex 1.
The strands and key projects that we are reporting on here are:
•

•

3

2

Communications in society. Technology underpins much of how we
communicate as individuals and has far-reaching impacts on many aspects of
society. We undertake research into technologies to better understand, for
example, approaches to improve spectrum utilisation or the fundamental
limits of network capacity. However, it is also important to study the
development of technologies against the backcloth of how they will be used in
society. This year we:
o

Investigated the role of communications technologies within the
entertainment sector, looking at likely applications and services in the
medium- and long-term and seeking to understand the impacts on
underlying communications networks and spectrum; and

o

Studied the environmental impacts and energy consumption of
communications systems, as well as understanding how benefits
might vary according to network type.

Spectrum: Modelling, measurement and future usage. Better spectrum
management leads to more efficient utilisation and an increase in value for all
stakeholders. By improving our knowledge of how various parts of the
spectrum are actually used we can take steps to ensure that offered services
meet the expected standards of quality. This year we:
o

Undertook a campaign to measure WiFi utilisation in the 2.4GHz band
at a number of urban and suburban locations, to determine whether
congestion, and related poor performance, is a major problem;

o

Investigated the viability of a novel approach to spectrum monitoring,
using multiple small and relatively cheap devices, mounted on
vehicles, to measure utilisation at a number of locations across the
country;

o

Commissioned a two year project to unify many existing propagation
algorithms into a single model, which will help us to more accurately
plan wireless service deployment;

http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/technology/
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1.4

o

Undertook a measurement study to determine whether wind farms
cause radio interference to wireless fixed link and scanning telemetry
systems; and

o

Commissioned a study to determine whether anticipated spectrum
demand over the coming 10-15 years is likely to lead to increased
spectrum scarcity.

The structure of this report

The bulk of this report is structured according to the segmentation set out above, with the
projects grouped together in strands. In each section an overview of the research projects is
given. The final chapter draws together the different strands and looks at future research
activities.
This report presents the findings of the consortia of industry, consultants and academic
institutions that have undertaken the technical work on Ofcom’s behalf. It also contains
conclusions and implications that have been drawn from those findings. The full details of
the consortium findings for each project can be found in the detailed final reports on each
project available on the Ofcom website. The consortia that have been engaged in research
for Ofcom are listed in Annex 1.

3
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Section 2

2. Communications in society: Entertainment
and the environment
2.1

Introduction

There are a number of ways to approach technology research within the communications
and media domains. One approach might be to focus on a particular technology, in order to
understand how it might provide a new service or use spectrum more efficiently. An
alternative approach might be to focus on the needs of a sector of society and then work
towards understanding the technologies that may be required to meet those needs. Both
approaches are equally valuable and enable an organisation like Ofcom to understand both
the details of technology evolution and gain an appreciation of how new and emerging
technologies might benefit the citizen-consumer.
This section outlines three projects that follow the latter approach. The entertainment sector
is a major user of communications networks and services, covering the production,
distribution and consumption of content. We commissioned two entertainment studies,
covering short-medium (section 2.2) and medium-long term views (section 2.3). The final
project in this category seeks to understand the impact communications networks and
devices can have on the environment (section 2.4).

2.2

Delivering high quality video services online

Background
Video content, such as TV programmes, films and short video clips, is readily available over
the Internet and is increasingly popular. Such material is very bandwidth-hungry; one minute
of medium-quality video equates to around 7-10MB of data, which must be transmitted over
a network to the consumer. If that network does not have sufficient capacity, the quality of
the video being carried may be impaired. In fact, the delivery of video content often involves
data traversing multiple networks, sometimes across different countries. If any of the
individual network links are congested, this will impact the delivery of content to the end
user. Although current networks are generally able to cope with the demand from today’s
video services problems may arise in the future as more and more video content is carried.
We commissioned a study to understand the impact that congestion could have on the ability
to provide high-quality video services over the Internet in the UK, and what regulatory
measures, if any, may be required to alleviate problems that may arise.

Explanation of the technology
Video content is available over the Internet via a variety of services that use different kinds of
delivery mechanisms. We can classify these delivery mechanisms into three broad types:
download-and-store, streamed to a personal computer (PC) or TV using an ‘open’ platform
and streamed to a TV using a ‘closed’ (proprietary) IPTV platform. These three categories
are shown in Figure 1.

4
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Figure 1: Simple classification of the different types of mechanisms used for
delivering video content over the Internet

The first mechanism, download-and-store, involves users downloading video files for storing
and viewing later. The files are typically 500 – 1000MB in size and are typically stored and
viewed on a PC. This mechanism is used by services such as Channel 4’s 4oD, the BBC’s
iPlayer or Sky’s Anytime. This video content is non-linear which means that there is no predetermined schedule for when the content is viewed, unlike traditionally broadcast TV.
However, as these downloads usually take a number of hours, download-and-store does not
give the user instant access to the content. This has limited the growth of this type of video
content, even though it often offers higher-quality video.
Much of the recent growth in video services has come from the second category, open (or
‘over-the-top’) streamed video. Streamed video is a form of video on demand (VoD), in
which the consumer is able to view content when they want to, with no need to wait until the
whole video file has been received. The success of streamed video has shown that there is
an underlying demand for online video services, which provide instant gratification. However,
there is concern over the ability of current broadband networks to support the widespread
adoption of such services at a high level of quality.
There has also been growth in the third category of closed IPTV systems. Such systems
typically involve the purchase of both broadband and television services from the same
provider. The subscriber is then supplied with a set-top box for that television platform,
enabling the service provider to have more control over the video service. These approaches
can also use streaming to deliver content, but have the benefit of being higher quality, and
are often easier to use. One notable example is Virgin Media’s implementation of the BBC’s
iPlayer. Such approaches are likely to be more attractive to consumers as they can access
the content on a TV, as opposed to the smaller-screened PC which is used by the standard
web-based iPlayer. Once it becomes easier to access on-demand services on TVs, there
may be significant additional growth in the consumption of online video services in open
network environments.
The connection from the core network to the end user has two components: the backhaul
network from the service provider’s core network to the local point of presence (e.g.
telephone exchange) and the access network to the customer’s premises.

5
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Figure 2: Illustration of access, backhaul and core networks

The backhaul network typically has capacity shared between many end users, with each
service provider using its own engineering rules to dimension the total capacity. Due to the
recent growth in the broadband market and the drive towards lower prices, our consultants
believe that in many cases these backhaul networks are running at close to their maximum
capacity. Consequently, this part of the network may currently be a bottleneck for some
users of video services. The provision of capacity in the backhaul network has therefore
been a major focus of the technical and economic analysis within this study.
The access network may also become a bottleneck for video services, particularly for the
delivery of high-definition (HD) content (which requires greater bandwidth). An analysis of
access networks has not been included in this work as such networks involve many other
issues that go beyond the scope of this study.
Useful terminology
LLU: Stands for Local Loop Unbundling, a term given to a suite of
products supplied by incumbent operators (e.g. BT) to allow other
operators to place their equipment in the telephone exchange and rent
the copper access line to the customer’s premises.
Bitstream: This is a wholesale product, typically from an incumbent such
as BT, which allows other operators to provide broadband connections
on a wholesale basis. Bitstream does not require significant investment
in infrastructure from alternative operators.
NGA: Stands for Next Generation Access and refers to the super-fast
broadband services beginning to emerge. They typically offer speeds of
up to 10 times the level of today’s broadband services.
IP Networks: Refers to data networks based on the Internet Protocol
(IP). Generally, the term refers to any network of any size running IP. IP
networks can be interconnected to form much larger networks.

Current state of the art and the research
The end-to-end delivery of video content often involves data traversing multiple networks,
sometimes across different countries, or even continents. If any of the individual links are
congested, this will impact the quality of the video service delivered to the end user. Quality
of service (QoS) is a term that generally refers to a measure of reliability in the delivery of
content over networks. Metrics to measure QoS can include data rate, the fraction of packets
6
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lost, and latency (delays in the transmission of the data). A high QoS is often required to
ensure that video services are delivered so that they can be watched without loss of picture
quality.

Stakeholder interviews
The study began by discussing the key issues with a number of stakeholders who represent
different parts of the telecoms and media sectors. This was an important step in order to
ensure that our consultants’ assumptions were reasonable and that all the major issues were
considered. The principal points that came from these discussions were:
•

Demand for online video is currently growing. This growth is expected to
continue, with streaming being the predominant method of video delivery in
the future;

•

Backhaul in broadband networks is currently a bottleneck, although operators
that take advantage of local loop unbundling (LLU) can exploit economies of
scale to offer additional capacity at a lower cost than those operators that rely
on wholesale bitstream services;

•

The limited capacity of much of the current access network may be a
bottleneck, which limits the offering of higher quality video services. However,
investments in next-generation access (NGA) infrastructure expected from
Virgin Media 4 show that the market is beginning to address this bottleneck,
and in the long term, access speeds are unlikely to be a limitation for a
significant proportion of the country;

•

Technological solutions can limit the impact of increased traffic. Multicasting
is a way of reducing traffic load by sending the same data to many users at
the same time, instead of sending a dedicated stream to each user. Caching
involves storing data closer to the end user so that it does not have to be sent
over the whole network each time it is requested; and

•

Business models are likely to evolve so that service providers will be able to
include additional revenue from video services. At present, there is no clear,
favoured model.

Future demand scenarios
In order to obtain a picture of how the broadband market may evolve over the next ten years,
our consultants constructed four possible scenarios for how broadband networks may be
affected by the demands placed upon them by video services. The essence of scenario
analysis is to focus on the issues that have the most uncertainty and the greatest impact
upon the area being studied. Outcomes that are highly likely to occur generally require little
analysis, as it is relatively easy to plan for these. Outcomes that will have little impact do not
demand as much attention as those that will have a significant effect.
In line with this approach, our consultants identified a number of issues that may impact the
traffic arising from video on broadband networks. The six factors that are most uncertain and
have the greatest impact are as follows:

4

The planned NGA investment by BT will also address the access network bottleneck, although this
investment had not yet been announced when we conducted our stakeholder interviews.
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•

Shift to on-demand TV: TV viewing behaviour is likely to shift away from
scheduled programming to more on-demand viewing, with programmes
delivered via IP networks;

•

High-definition content: the industry is slowly moving towards HD. Better
picture quality will lead to larger files and therefore more demand for network
capacity;

•

Fragmentation of content providers: the evolution of niche content
providers might challenge the current dominance of a limited number of
content providers (e.g. iPlayer and YouTube) and make caching more
complicated;

•

Structure of broadband industry: the UK broadband market is in a period of
consolidation, which is occurring because LLU is more scalable than
bitstream products and operators are exploiting these economies of scale.
Will consolidation continue or will the market fragment into numerous service
providers, offering both LLU and bitstream-based products?;

•

Linear content broadcast over IP networks: IPTV is slowly gaining a
foothold in the UK market. As a result, there may be a significant increase in
the amount of linear broadcast content that is delivered via IP networks, and;

•

Shift away from physical DVDs to a download-based model: the increase
in online video may lead to content that has traditionally been viewed on
DVDs being downloaded instead. Services from iTunes, LOVEFiLM and
Netflix indicate that this new download-based business model is beginning to
gain momentum.

Based upon these key issues, our consultants defined the four scenarios described in Figure
3.
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Figure 3: Scenarios for future demand for online video content
Scenario 4
Scenario 1
Mostly traditional, linear viewing

Almost all TV is HD, on-demand and consumed over IP
networks

Most on-demand content is consumed on the PC, lower
quality

More pronounced shift to broadcasting linear content
over IP networks

Most content is from traditional broadcasters

Wide range of specialist channels, at the expense of
existing broadcasters

Very limited shift to broadcasting linear content over IP
networks
Modest move to DVDs being downloaded

Large move to DVDs being downloaded
Fragmented set of service providers

Demand for online video content
Gradual increase

Large increase

Scenario 2
Major shift towards on-demand, often over IP networks
Larger proportion of content from specialist channels

Almost universal

Scenario 3
As scenario 2, but with a fragmented set of service
providers

Limited shift to broadcasting linear content over IP networks
Content easily accessible on the TV, often in HD
Significant move to DVDs being downloaded
Relatively concentrated set of service providers

Scenario 1 is a natural evolution of the market today; Scenarios 2 and 3 are quite likely to
emerge if NGA is widely deployed; and Scenario 4 is an extreme scenario that is less likely
to emerge but it illustrates the impact of a major shift in content distribution. Figure 4 below
shows the forecasts for demand per line during the busy-hour under the four scenarios.
Scenarios 2 and 3 have the same traffic forecasts, but use different assumptions for the
market shares held by operators.
It can be seen that in 2008 the busy-hour bandwidth requirement per household in the UK is
around 24kbit/s (of which about 20% originates from video services). Under Scenario 1 this
was forecast to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 29% to reach around
300kbit/s per household by 2018. Under Scenarios 2 and 3 the bandwidth requirement
grows to around 950kbit/s per household in 2018 and in Scenario 4 to about 2000kbit/s per
household.
For comparison with historical trends, in 2001 ISPs typically provisioned 5-6kbit/s per user
for busy-hour bandwidth. The growth rate between 2001 and 2008 was therefore 23% per
annum. It seems reasonable to expect a higher rate of growth in the future given the
increasing availability and user awareness of video services.
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Figure 4: Busy-hour average bandwidth required per household
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Technical and economic analysis
In order to quantify the impact of this traffic growth on broadband networks, our consultants
modelled the network costs for three main types of service providers, as follows:

•

LLU operators are alternative operators that purchase access to unbundled
local loops, over which they provide their own retail services using their own
network equipment (typically co-located with the incumbent operator’s
equipment in the local exchange);

•

Bitstream operators are smaller service providers that do not have the scale
required for LLU to be attractive from a cost perspective. Such operators
purchase wholesale bitstream products from BT Wholesale, thus avoiding the
need to deploy any equipment in the access network. The operator simply
purchases the required high-speed connections, over which it provides its
own retail services; it does not own the physical line or the equipment at the
local exchange. It may be noted that the incumbent retail operator (BT Retail)
also provides broadband offerings to consumers by purchasing wholesale
backhaul and access services from BT Wholesale; and

•

The larger alternative operators in the UK take a hybrid LLU/bitstream
approach, using bitstream to serve those areas not covered by their LLU
networks.

There is also the cable operator Virgin Media, which provides retail broadband services over
an access network based on coaxial cable rather than copper. Our consultants did not
consider Virgin Media within this study because of its vertically integrated status.
As discussed previously, our consultants believe that the bottleneck in supplying video
services with a high level of QoS is primarily in the backhaul and access networks of retail
10
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service providers. Their technical and economic analysis focuses on the additional network
costs that arise from increases in video traffic; it therefore only includes costs that are trafficrelated. In the access network, however, the costs are primarily driven by the number of
lines provided, and not the amount of traffic carried. For that reason, our consultants’ cost
analysis excludes the access network.
Generally speaking there are two methods that service providers can use to ensure that
services such as video or voice are delivered with a high level of QoS: either deploy
additional bandwidth, or reserve bandwidth specifically for those applications. The choice
between these two is essentially driven by the relative costs of bandwidth and servers
respectively. Most core and backhaul networks are based upon optical fibre, so deploying
incremental bandwidth is a relatively low-cost option as it is possible to exploit economies of
scale. For example, for a typical alternative operator using LLU, the costs of the three
different bandwidths of backhaul link available are roughly in the ratio of 2:4:7, whereas the
bandwidths available are in the ratio of 1:10:100. The costs of providing backhaul capacity
are therefore subject to large economies of scale. In contrast, bitstream pricing does not
offer any economies of scale with increasing bandwidth for the major cost components.
In addition, purchasing additional bandwidth is a simpler option for network operators than
prioritising specific traffic types. It also avoids having to provide a lower-quality service for
other applications during busy periods. In our consultants’ analysis, the majority of
bandwidth is required by real-time video services. There is therefore limited scope for
prioritising this traffic over other types of traffic. Our consultants’ discussions with
stakeholders did not raise any major concerns about the ability to deploy QoS within
broadband networks if it were required (as illustrated by the deployment of traffic shaping,
which is a form of QoS, by many service providers). The analysis, therefore, focuses on
deploying additional bandwidth to ensure a high level of QoS.
At present, most service providers purchasing wholesale broadband use the IP Stream
product from BT Wholesale. However, service providers will be migrated to the fibre-based
WBC bitstream product as BT rolls out its 21CN next-generation network. Our consultants’
detailed analysis has therefore been based upon WBC. Until 21CN is completed, our
consultants assumed that operators using bitstream services will not be able to take
advantage of the economies of scale that are expected to emerge with the 21CN-based
WBC product.
The introduction of technical solutions such as traffic shaping, multicasting and content
caching at the exchange should allow service providers to further minimise the cost impacts
of increased video traffic on their networks. The benefits that each technical solution brings
are dependent upon the volume of different traffic types on the network. In our consultants’
analysis the deployment of traffic shaping yields cost savings throughout the timeframe
considered. However, under the base case the business case for investing in multicasting
only becomes positive in the middle years of the analysis; the case for content caching at the
exchange becomes positive in the final years. However, if the costs of deploying these
technical solutions were to fall significantly it may become economical to deploy them
significantly earlier.

Results
To assess the impact of increased network costs it is useful to compare these costs to those
currently experienced by service providers. In assessing the costs in 2008 it is important to
recognise the differences between service providers. Some will have lower pricing, and
typically attract lower-usage subscribers, while other service providers may have higher
pricing and attract subscribers who generate more traffic. There is, therefore, a range in the
costs experienced by service providers at present.
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Our consultants believe that analysis of the costs per subscriber per month, with and without
traffic shaping deployed in 2008, provides a reasonable upper and lower bound. They
therefore used these two estimates of costs in 2008 as the baseline costs for their analysis
of the commercial impact of increased traffic upon service providers. The results for the cost
per line per month when deploying all technical solutions that are commercially attractive are
shown below in Figure 5 for LLU and Figure 6 for bitstream operators.

Total traffic cost (GBP per line per month)...

Figure 5: Overview of the total monthly cost per line when deploying all technical
solutions for scenarios 1 to 4 for an LLU operator
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Figure 6: Overview of the total monthly cost per line when deploying all technical
solutions for scenarios 1 to 4 for a bitstream-based operator
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For an LLU operator, if all technical solutions are deployed, the increase in network costs by
2018 is not significantly above the high baseline for 2008 in Scenarios 1, 2 and 3. Under
Scenario 4 there is a reasonable increase above the upper baseline by 2018.
For a bitstream operator, the costs increase above the baseline in two periods: 2010 - 2012
under Scenario 4, and in the final years under Scenario 2. The increase during 2010 - 2012
is due to the incomplete migration to 21CN, which means it is not possible to exploit the
economies of scale associated with future fibre-based backhaul products. The higher costs
for Scenario 2 in the final years are due to the high traffic levels per line and the lower total
traffic levels due to a lower market share for bitstream operators when compared to
Scenarios 3 and 4.

Conclusions
This study set out to understand whether there were any barriers to the widespread online
provision of high quality video. Our consultants’ analysis found that congestion in the
backhaul network could most easily be avoided by increasing capacity, rather than by
reserving bandwidth for QoS-sensitive applications and services. The costs associated with
investing in additional capacity are not expected to be significantly greater than the upper
bound of the 2008 baseline costs, even for scenarios which envisage aggressive growth in
video traffic. Costs for LLU operators will be lower than bitstream operators due to the
economies of scale available to them.
Our consultants’ analysis, therefore, suggests there are no significant barriers to hinder the
projected growth of high quality online video services over the next 10 years. The study
concluded with the following five points and recommendations which, while not requiring
immediate action, will inform our ongoing monitoring of the sector:

•

A delay in the migration to 21CN-based bitstream products may have a
negative impact on service providers that use current bitstream products, as
growth in consumption of video services could be held back due to the
prohibitive costs of backhaul capacity to support them on the legacy core
network. Our consultants believe that the timely migration to 21CN will be
important in enabling significant take-up of online video services at prices that
are reasonable for consumers;

•

Video traffic could be accommodated by increasing the total bandwidth
available and it is not yet essential to deploy advanced technologies to
prioritise video traffic over other types of traffic in order to ensure a high QoS
for video services;

•

If video services are to continue to grow without leading to significant
increases in costs to service providers, there will have to be a significant
reduction in the cost per Mbit/s of bitstream products. This should be
achievable once BT Wholesale has fully migrated to 21CN by exploiting the
economies of scale associated with fibre-based Ethernet services and the
associated cost savings are passed on to service providers; and

•

Even in the most aggressive demand scenario (Scenario 4), the cost
implications may not be excessive if future bitstream pricing benefits from the
economies of scale that fibre-based backhaul products offer those deploying
LLU today (as outlined in the point above) and there are technological
advances in Ethernet services that may further reduce the cost per Mbit/s
(e.g. through the availability of 100Gbit/s equipment).
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2.3

Entertainment in the UK in 2028

The scope and objectives of the study
The UK entertainment sector is, and will remain, a major user of spectrum. In this study our
consultants assess the spectrum requirements for both the distribution and production of
entertainment by 2028. They then compare spectrum demand with likely supply, identify
problems of increased scarcity, and suggest possible ways of dealing with them.
In doing this our consultants have taken a view that it is impossible to predict with any
certainty what the UK entertainment sector will look like in 20 years time. Technology is
rapidly changing the types of entertainment services which are possible and expanding the
ways in which they might be delivered. To deal with this uncertainty our consultants
produced a small number of scenarios for the likely state of UK entertainment in 2028. The
aim is to bring together economic, social, technology, regulatory and business drivers in a
coherent way so as to span the space of possible states of the sector 20 years from now.
Such an exercise is important. Few studies look more than 10 years ahead. But a longer
timeframe allows us to consider radical ways in which technology developments and basic
end user needs, rather than the current state of the sector, shape the changes which occur.
And the resulting scenarios provide a long-term vision which Ofcom can use to initiate and
cross-check nearer term policy developments.

Entertainment in 2008 - market trends and end user preferences
Entertainment, as defined in this study, is made up of a wide range of activities which are
grouped under four main headings - watching, listening, reading and playing. Figure 7
illustrates that, in revenue terms, television and newspapers dominate the UK entertainment
sector.
Figure 7: The revenues generated by the UK entertainment sector in 2007 5
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The main trends which shape the scenarios for 2028 include the following:

5

Revenues include advertising revenues, end user spend and public funding of broadcasting. They
exclude entertainment equipment sales. Growth rates are measured at constant prices over the last
five years.
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•

There is an enduring consumer need for entertainment. The average
consumer spends 4.5 hours per day consuming various entertainment
services, a figure which is likely to grow slightly as the UK population ages
and becomes more sedentary;

•

The revenues generated by entertainment are in decline. Revenues shrank
by 0.7% per annum over the last five years while UK GDP grew at 2.2% per
annum. The decline reflects a shift in advertising spend, away from
entertainment-based and toward search-based Internet advertising. Public
funding and end user spend, the other two components of entertainment
revenues, have remained roughly constant over the past five years;

•

Consumers’ willingness to pay for entertainment has changed with the growth
of Internet-based entertainment. Large amounts of what was premium video
content are now available free of charge on the Internet, albeit often in low
quality formats. So the basis on which consumers are willing to pay for
entertainment is shifting towards a high-quality viewing experience and
physical ownership; and

•

Entertainment on the move is increasingly important to consumers as
ownership of personal devices like MP3 players, netbooks and touch screen
phones grows. But most consumers prefer to read or to listen rather than to
watch on the move. Those who own mobile devices with Internet capability
are more likely to use them to check emails or browse the web than to watch
streaming videos.

Additional trends within each of the individual activities which make up entertainment are
summarised in Table 1. In combination these trends suggest that we might see radical
changes to the business models used to deliver entertainment over the next 20 years. For
example we might reasonably expect that:
•

Internet-based entertainment will lead to disruptive new value chains as
illustrated in Figure 8;

•

Targeted advertising will help shape future value chains. In particular the
organisations which are best able to collect information on entertainment
consumption patterns are likely to exert strong control over the entertainment
value chains;

•

There will be a move from value chains based on vertical integration and
bundling to value chains based around horizontal specialists;

•

Mobile personal devices will play an important, but uncertain, role in the
delivery of entertainment services in future; and

•

We will see a growing diversity of business models for entertainment services
in the UK. Any Internet-based models for delivering video entertainment and
news will run in parallel with, rather than totally replace, traditional models.
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Table 1: Trends by entertainment activity 6
Entertainment activity

Trend

Watching

TV revenue growth of 1.2% per annum driven almost entirely
by subscriptions to cable and satellite.
Strong migration from scheduled to time shifted viewing based
on PVRs, iPlayer and video on demand (VoD).
Rapid growth in watching video over the Internet e.g.
YouTube, user generated content, VoD services.
The number of channels has grown from 3 to 500 in the last 30
years.
The number of TV viewing hours per person is constant.

Listening

Revenues from recorded music have declined at 8% per
annum because of illegal copying and distribution.
Live music revenues are growing at 15% per annum.
Radio listening hours are constant but revenues are declining
at nearly 2% per annum.

Reading

Revenues from reading – whether from books, consumer
magazines or newspapers – is in decline.
Newspaper advertising revenues are falling by 4% per annum
as advertisers switch to the Internet.
News publishers are putting increasing efforts into on-line
news.

Playing

Games revenues are growing at 7% per annum.
On-line games revenues are growing at 30% per annum.

6

Growth rates over a 5 year period at constant prices
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Figure 8: A possible change in the value chains for the delivery of entertainment
services

The capability of platforms and devices by 2028
We can expect dramatic improvements in the price performance of the platforms used to
distribute, and the devices used to consume, entertainment over the next 20 years. If the
improvements in price performance of the last 20 years for electronic components are
repeated in the next 20 then this implies:
•

A 1,000 fold increase in storage and processing power;

•

A 250 fold increase in the capacity of wireless networks; and

•

A home server which is capable of storing more than 20,000 hours of highdefinition 3D format video and personal devices capable of storing more than
1,000 hours of such video.

In terms of the platforms used to distribute entertainment we expect that:
•

Satellite TV broadcasts will have sufficient capacity to meet the expected
demand for multichannel, broadcast, high-definition video over the next 20
years;

•

Terrestrial TV broadcast platforms will have limited capacity to support multichannel HD services;

•

The wired network should have sufficient capacity in its core switching and
transmission components to meet all anticipated demands. Whether the same
is true for the access network is less certain and varies across the scenarios;
and
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•

Cellular mobile and public wireless hotspots networks are likely to
complement rather than compete with each other. Whether they have enough
capacity, with planned spectrum assignments, to meet demand varies across
the scenarios.

Three scenarios for 2028
Using standard scenario development techniques, our consultants analysed key drivers in
terms of end user needs, changes in technology, business models, economic and regulatory
drivers to identify the three scenarios shown in Figure 9. The focus is on the distribution and
consumption of video services that are especially spectrum or bandwidth hungry.
The primary dimensions for scenario creation are two measures which reflect the greatest
uncertainty over future end user demand for entertainment:
•

The extent to which consumers seek active rather than passive
entertainment, in which they search out content for themselves, recommend it
to others, engage in immersive entertainment such as games, and/or create
content for others; and

•

The extent to which consumers want entertainment services which are
untethered rather than tethered to a location. Tethered use might involve
consumption in the home or consumption while stationary in an office or
public place.

Figure 9: The three scenarios selected

The three scenarios share some common features. It is assumed that, by 2028, regardless
of scenario:
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•

Home servers and networks are readily available, affordable and easy to
operate. Such home equipment automatically connects wirelessly to each
new electronic device as it is introduced into the home;

•

Personal devices with storage for over 1000 hours of high-definition video,
and interfaces to both cellular and WiFi networks are used by virtually
everyone;
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•

HD and 3D video formats are standard for most video content;

•

Substantial public funding of UK originated entertainment content remains for
a mix of social cohesion and industrial policy reasons;

•

Fixed and mobile operators focus on selling their access products to
consumers and on selling other services 7 wholesale to retail service
providers;

•

Only a minority of people turn to printed newspapers for their news. Most get
news online.

•

Radio remains popular - largely as a complement to other activities such as
housework, driving and many forms of paid work; and

•

Local radio and newspapers have largely been replaced by Internet-based
community services offered over global platforms.

The Broadcast Plus scenario for 2028
Under the Broadcast Plus scenario, illustrated in Figure 10, the majority of the population
prefer scheduled video delivered through a mix of subscription and advertising-funded
services. They are attracted by live coverage of major events, the high quality viewing
experience, the convenience and ease of use of schedules and the opportunity to chat about
last night's TV with friends.
The home server now stores all of last month’s broadcast TV for 200 selected channels.
Service providers assemble personal channels, embedded with targeted advertising, from
the stored content, which end users also access to catch up on programmes they have
missed.
Mobile broadband now generates most of the revenue of the mobile operators. But the price
premium for video over the cellular mobile network is substantial. So the consumption of
video on personal devices is restricted largely to the reception of mobile TV and viewing of
pre-stored content.
Business models have changed modestly under the Broadcast Plus scenario. Broadcasters
remain strong in their traditional roles. But a handful of broadcasters now dominate in the
new markets of targeted advertising and the supply of personalised channels. It is these
broadcasters who, with the biggest profit streams available to fund content, are the most
successful in the supply of traditional scheduled television.

7

Such as guaranteed quality of service, storage and caching, and content recognition services.
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Figure 10: The Broadcast Plus scenario - key features
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The Infinite Choice scenario for 2028
By the early 2020s consumers of virtually all ages have embraced the participative and
immersive experiences of entertainment which the Internet can offer over second-generation
broadband networks. As a result, the bulk of entertainment content and services are now
delivered over the Internet, although a minority of the population still watches broadcast
television. Figure 11 illustrates.
Consumers are attracted to Internet-based entertainment by the almost infinite variety of
content that is available, the immersive nature of the experience, the innovative
combinations of content and the relevance and immediacy of content. Users find the
entertainment they want through a variety of means. Some use active video search. Others
rely on recommendations from social networking with friends or buy from entertainment
stores. Yet others subscribe to personalised schedules.
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Figure 11: The Infinite Choice scenario - key features
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= key differences

Under the Infinite Choice scenario:
•

Only a few UK broadcasters survive and the entertainment sector is
dominated by global service providers;

•

Local UK based service providers struggle to compete with these global
service providers;

•

Content producers have switched channels of distribution, away from the
broadcast aggregator. Now they sell their content primarily through web
stores and directly from their own websites; and

•

The move from broadcast to Internet-based entertainment has led to new
forms of content discovery. In particular social networking sites now play a
central role.

The Anywhere Now scenario for 2028
Most people now use their mobile personal devices as the primary means of controlling the
consumption of entertainment, making it a more personal experience. Services are available
anywhere, and at any time, by using the personal device to access services via a mix of WiFi
and cellular network connections. Driven by strong end-user demand for Internet-based
entertainment on an “anywhere any time” basis, the mobile operators formed two rival
consortia in 2022 to build high density radio access networks across the UK.
Internet-based entertainment dominates. But in the Anywhere Now scenario it is the
personal device rather than the home network server which is the key to consumption of
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entertainment. Consumers use their personal device directly to download or stream content
from the Internet rather than side-loading it via the home network server. If they want a ‘sofa
cinema’ experience they link their personal device to a large high-definition screen to view in
the living room or bedroom - either alone or as a shared experience. Figure 12 illustrates.
In this scenario the terrestrial TV broadcast platform was switched off in 2026, following
migration to satellite platforms for high-definition multichannel broadcasting and to Internetbased entertainment. A significant proportion of the UHF spectrum released as a result is
now assigned to cellular mobile use.
The business models and value chains of the Anywhere Now scenario, and the regulatory
issues which they generate, are similar to those of the Infinite Choice scenario.
Figure 12: The Anywhere Now scenario – key features
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Gateway to access
internet services.

I use internetbased services
as they offer
choice,
participation
and UGC
I view most
video ondemand

Audio system

Primary device to store
content and control
consumption of
entertainment whether in
the home or on the move
Home
network –
everything
connected
wirelessly

Games console

Ubiquitous
displays e.g. in
kitchen
Large screen HD 3D
display or projector
Intelligent
interface

= key differences

Spectrum for the distribution of entertainment in 2028
Table 2 shows the role that the different wireless distribution platforms play under the three
scenarios. What, if any, increases in pressure on spectrum do these demands create by
2028?:
•
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requirements for the distribution of entertainment content around the home
and in public wireless hotspots;
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•

The UHF spectrum available for terrestrial TV broadcast will not be enough to
meet demand for multichannel high-definition and 3D video formats. The bulk
of TV broadcasting will switch to satellite platforms where no significant
spectrum problems are expected; and

•

As Figure 13 illustrates, demand for spectrum from cellular services is likely to
exceed supply 8 by 2019 under the Anywhere Now scenario and by 2022
under the Infinite Choice or Broadcast Plus scenarios. This increased scarcity
is generated at least as much by other mobile broadband applications as by
entertainment.

Table 2: Demand for distribution of entertainment by wireless platform
Platform

Baseline –
2008 - current
use of
platforms

Broadcast Plus
- broadcast
oriented
entertainment

Infinite Choice
- tethered
Internet based
entertainment

Anywhere Now
- untethered
Internet based
entertainment

Home
entertainment
network and
server

Limited

Near ubiquitous

Near ubiquitous

Home network
but no central
home server

Terrestrial
broadcast

500 channels of
SD

Capacity for HD
limited

Capacity for HD
limited

Terrestrial
switch off

Satellite
broadcast

Sky + Freesat

Major platform –
500+ HD
channels

Big on HD but in
decline

Big on HD but in
decline

Wide area
wireless access
e.g. public
wireless
hotspots

Widespread but
limited
bandwidth

Limited demand
for
entertainment

Substantial
demand for
entertainment

Substantial
demand for
entertainment

Cellular network
access

Very limited for
entertainment

Limited
importance

Limited
importance

Major demands

8

As represented by the Imminent spectrum line of Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Spectrum requirements for cellular mobile use, MHz
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The production of entertainment
Technology developments will enable major changes, not just in the distribution and
consumption of entertainment, but also in its production. Many of the future production
devices will use cabled, and especially fibre, connections. Our consultants did not consider
these any further. But the production of entertainment will also create additional demand for
spectrum in three key areas:
•

The widespread adoption of new high-definition and 3D video formats,
alongside existing production formats, will create additional demand for the
spectrum used by wireless cameras;

•

Enhancements to the viewing experience for outside broadcasting events,
particularly sports events, for both spectators and TV viewers will increase
spectrum requirements for wireless cameras and video links; and

•

New genre formats for concerts, theatre or TV shows will require greater use
of radio microphones and other wireless devices.

Under all three scenarios, our consultants expected that these developments will generate
demand for spectrum in excess of that identified by Ofcom for transfer to a new band
manager as Figure 14 illustrates. Under the Broadcast Plus scenario this excess demand is
modest when compared to the potential supply, most of which may be generated by release
of Ministry of Defence (MoD) spectrum over the next few years. Under the Infinite Choice or
Anywhere Now scenarios the excess demand is roughly equal to potential supply. Given that
programme making and special events companies may have to compete with others to use
this potential supply (illustrated by the gradient shading effect), increasing spectrum scarcity
might constrain production of entertainment if there are higher value competing uses of the
spectrum.
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Figure 14: Unmet demand vs. potential supply for production of entertainment
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Conclusions
The UK’s entertainment sector is entering a period of radical change. Broadcasting has
dominated the entertainment sector over the last 20 years. Now it is challenged by Internetbased entertainment. The struggle between the business models best suited to these two
very different platforms will generate major change, whatever the outcome.
Three possible scenarios for the state of the UK entertainment sector in 2028 were identified
– the Broadcast Plus, Infinite Choice and Anywhere Now scenarios. These reflect differing
views on the extent to which consumers will prefer:
•

Passively consumed to actively sought entertainment.

•

Tethered to untethered entertainment.

Spectrum requirements
Depending upon which scenario is realised, one can expect increased pressure on spectrum
before 2028:
•

Our consultants envisage spectrum demand to exceed expected allocations
of spectrum to cellular mobile services under the Anywhere Now scenario by
2019. These are less likely under the Infinite Choice or Broadcast Plus
scenarios;

•

A move to ultra high-definition 3D video formats is likely to lead to increased
pressure on spectrum currently available for wireless cameras and video links
under either the Infinite Choice or Anywhere Now scenarios. However, this is
a highly speculative development; and

•

There should be sufficient spectrum available for radio microphones unless
terrestrial switch off occurs as is assumed under the Anywhere Now scenario.
In this situation these services may need to move to other frequencies bands.

Three main sources of spectrum might be used to overcome this increasing scarcity:
•

Release of additional UHF spectrum currently used for TV broadcasting. It
might make economic sense to clear more spectrum in the range from 600 to
790MHz, in addition to the 72MHz of UHF spectrum that is potentially
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available for cellular mobile services. This would leave the lower UHF
frequencies 9 for use by the main public service broadcast TV channels and
for production purposes;
•

Release of Ministry of Defence (MoD) spectrum in the 3 to 5GHz range that
might be used by future mobile services. This will depend on the extent to
which relevant frequency bands become harmonised; and

•

Release of MoD spectrum in ranges between 3 and 10GHz that could meet
demand from wireless cameras and video links. Some of this spectrum will be
offered on a shared basis where programme making and special events use
is ideal.

Monitoring
It is impossible to say with certainty whether the potential outcomes identified above will
occur. To deal with this uncertainty our consultants suggest that we should monitor key
parameters so as to give us as long as possible to take remedial action, should this be
required. This might include monitoring of:

2.4

•

The growth of mobile data traffic, whether for entertainment or other
applications, carried over the UK’s cellular networks;

•

The progress of new TV broadcast standards, particularly 3D TV and Ultra
HD. This will provide an early indication of increased demand for spectrum;

•

The rate at which end users take up satellite-based high definition TV
broadcast services such as those offered by Freesat and Sky. This should
help determine whether and when some form of terrestrial switch off might be
possible;

•

The level of applications by the new band manager to Ofcom to ‘borrow’
spectrum. This would provide early warning of increasing spectrum scarcity
for the production of entertainment; and

•

The pace and size of proposed releases and/or sharing by the MoD.

Communications systems and the environment

Background
Project rationale and scope
Environmental issues have risen sharply on the social and political agenda over the past
decade. Consumers are increasingly concerned about climate change, and are prepared to
actively make environment-conscious choices in relation to products and services.
Manufacturers are under pressure to adhere to environmentally friendly production
processes, whilst simultaneously driving down the cost of consumer goods in a very
competitive market. The political impact of climate change is increasing, too, and becoming
a key agenda point for the major UK parties. There is little sign of the issues going away
despite the economic downturn.
9

Which are of less value to mobile operators because of the large antennas required in mobile
handsets.
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Communications services can have both positive and negative environmental impacts. For
example, the ease of researching destinations and booking flights over the Internet, the
presence of unsightly mobile phone base stations and the increasingly short life-cycle of
communications devices are often cited as negative environmental impacts. On the other
hand, video conferencing equipment could reduce the need to travel and, therefore, lead to
a positive environmental impact.
Ofcom’s current duties include only limited consideration of environmental aspects.
However, this may change in the future and, in order to be prepared for any such change,
we commissioned a study to better understand the type and degree of environmental impact
that communication systems can have.
The study addressed three main aims:
i)

To provide a reference point in terms of relevant environmental background
material, data examples, analyses, and key source references;

ii)

To help understanding of the scale and type of impacts communication systems
can have; and

iii)

To offer direction on where we might take greater account of environmental
impacts in future decision-making, policy development or spectrum licensing,
where impacts are not already being addressed by other routes.

The study was not intended to be a definitive impact assessment of UK communication
systems, but was intended to inform on a range of relevant issues and provide insight into
environmental impacts for communication systems relevant to the UK. The scope included
both wired and wireless systems, and the methodology comprised a combination of detailed
literature surveys, discussion with selected communications experts and organisations,
analysis of environmental evaluation process issues and development of specific case
studies.

Assessing the impacts of communication systems
There are many types of environmental impacts, but the most important for communications
systems is climate change. Dominant contributors are operational (use-phase) energy
consumption and embodied carbon from manufacturing. Following these, electronic waste,
toxicity of materials and, for infrastructure, visual and landscape impacts are key
environmental issues.
Depending on the type and complexity of the system, impacts can be significant. Key
determinants are the quantities of physical sub-systems, energy efficiency, high volume
deployment of consumer products, rates of replacement and transition periods as systems
are enhanced or superseded.
A literature review shows that much work has been, and is being, done to assess the impact
of information and communications technology (ICT) systems as a whole and on a global
basis, but data relating specifically to communication systems is more limited. There is basic
agreement on the broad ICT picture, with the total global carbon footprint currently being of
the order of 800MtCO2e (megatonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent) or approximately 2% of
global emissions. This is predicted to grow to around 1,400MtCO2e by 2020, or
approximately 2.8% of global emissions at that date.
Of this, contributions from global telecommunication systems – mobile and fixed networks,
and communications devices but excluding TVs and associated peripherals – currently
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approach 29% or approximately 230MtCO2e. TVs and related peripherals contribute of the
order of 700 MtCO2e.
Consumer equipment, where devices have small individual impacts, have very substantial
impacts overall due to the large volumes involved and shorter product life compared to
infrastructure systems - so impacts from manufacturing and disposal become at least as
significant as energy consumption.

The research
Our consultants identified three case studies for investigation. The first was a comparison of
2G and 3G networks, to understand whether the generational step in performance is
accompanied by a change in environmental impact. Secondly, our consultants studied the
impact of digital terrestrial TV (DTT) and made a comparison with similar services provided
via satellite. Finally, our consultants investigated deployments of 3G femtocells and
macrocells, in order to understand their relative environmental impacts.

Case study 1: 2G/3G
It is evident that the carbon footprint of cellular mobile networks is substantial, with the
dominating contributors being network use-phase energy consumption and embodied
carbon in handsets. While handsets have relatively low energy consumption, they have a
substantial impact when overall life cycle impacts are considered (e.g. manufacture,
distribution, disposal and recycling) as a result of their short product life.
Our consultants’ calculations for a typical 2G base station, deployed in an urban area,
suggest a power consumption of around 3kW. Of this, only 720W of radio frequency (RF)
power is generated, the rest being dissipated as heat. Air conditioning is typically
dimensioned on the basis of it consuming 30% of its cooling capacity, resulting in around
23% additional overhead on overall base station consumption. Where the base station is
deployed in an equipment room together with other telecoms equipment, air conditioning will
normally be used. However, the more common deployment is in an outdoor enclosure in
which case, for most European climates, heat exchanger cooling is sufficient to maintain
equipment within operational limits.
The technologies used in 3G networks are less mature than those in 2G networks. For
example, initial power amplifiers used in 3G base stations had efficiencies little better than
5%. Recent improvements have brought efficiency closer to 25% in recent years. Our
consultants’ calculations for a typical 3G base station, also deployed in an urban area,
suggest a power consumption of 1.5kW.
In order to estimate aggregate power consumption across the country, our consultants
multiplied these figures by the number of 2G and 3G base stations deployed as of November
2008. They estimated that the total energy consumption of all UK networks is in the region of
1300GWh per year. We should emphasise, however, that this is an estimate. Information
about base station numbers is available in the public domain, but may not be up to date. In
addition, assumptions still have to be made where cell sites are shared between 2G and 3G
base stations. Some base stations will use air conditioning while others will use ambient
cooling. Assumptions have also been made about the site confirmation (in terms of the
number of channels per antenna sector) and the assumed age (and therefore efficiency) of
the deployed equipment.
Of the total 1300GWh per year, our consultants estimate that 2G networks contribute
1000GWh per year and 3G networks contribute 300GWh per year. Even given the lower
power amplifier efficiency of 15% assumed for the 3G base station, the energy consumption
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of 3G sites is considerably less than for 2G sites. However, some notes of caution are
necessary when comparing these figures:
•

Current 3G coverage for each operator is in excess of 80% population
coverage (the licence obligation for the end of 2007), compared to current
GSM coverage in excess of 97% population; and

•

A 3G base station is more spectrally efficient compared to a 2G base station.
This means that more users, or higher data rates, can be supported on a 3G
base station.

There are a number of technological approaches to reducing the energy consumption of
base stations, as outlined in Table 3.
Table 3: Approaches to reducing base station power consumption
Approach

Description

Estimated
power saving

Mast sharing

Primary gains are a reduction in land
usage and easing of maintenance
logistics. Offers limited economies in
power consumption.

5%

Quiet period power-down

Specifically for GSM, involves turning off
equipment during off-peak times.

25%

Increased transmitter
efficiency

Improvements resulting from increases in
power amplifier efficiency and greater
integration of base station components

20 – 40%

Improved mast head design

Deployment of radio frequency (RF)
equipment at the mast head (i.e. directly
behind the antenna) to minimise losses
from lengthy co-axial cables.

30%

Our consultants concluded that, whilst the energy consumption of 3G base stations can be
at least as good as 2G base stations (for an equivalent number of voice circuits and
operating at the same carrier frequency), the growth in 3G broadband mobile data services
is a significant environmental issue. Subscriber-pull for the full range of 3G high data-rate
services will create pressure to deploy more network resource.

Case study 2: Digital Terrestrial TV
This case study looked at the main impacts of both the Digital Terrestrial TV (DTT)
transmission system and of consumer television equipment. Our consultants’ analysis of
existing data found that operating power consumption is dominated by the user equipment,
with energy consumption of the transmitter network making a relatively small contribution, as
illustrated in Figure 15. The category ‘consumer equipment’ comprises both television and
set-top box/personal video recorder devices. The estimate for transmission network energy
consumption assumes a post digital switchover network.
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Figure 15: Estimated annual national DTT service energy consumption, GWh
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Over the past decade the International Energy Agency has campaigned for a 1W standby
requirement for domestic television equipment. Similar initiatives at the European level seek
to place limits on operating power, which is the dominant component by a considerable
margin.
Operating a DTT transmitter network clearly incurs a significant amount of energy
consumption. However, to put this in perspective, this is about 0.03% of UK electricity
generation for 2007.Our consultants conclude that the transmission network should not be a
primary target for energy efficiency, as it is small compared to estimated national energy
consumption of consumer equipment.
This case study also investigated energy consumption arising from delivery of TV services
by satellite, facilitating a comparison with DTT services. The main difference is the lack of a
terrestrial transmission network and, therefore, network energy consumption for the satellite
case can be ignored. Any impact resulting from the launch of the satellite is calculated to be
very small, especially over the estimated 20 year lifetime of the satellite. Standby and
operating energy consumption of satellite TV set-top boxes and personal video recorders
has fallen over the past few years and they are now comparable with their DTT equivalents.
Given that DTT and satellite consumer equipment tend to displace each other in the
marketplace – and given the relatively small contribution of the transmission network – our
consultants concluded that having multiple TV delivery methods does not lead to substantial
increases in environmental impacts. A possible flaw in this argument is that alternative
providers of services, as they compete in the market place, will generate churn of equipment
as they pull consumers back and forth. If the equipment is broadly similar in capabilities and
technology this may not make much difference to operating power consumption but it is
likely to increase the environmental impact due to manufacturing, installation and disposal.

Case study 3: Femtocell vs. Macrocell deployment
This case study sought to compare the environmental impact of two options for improving
coverage of a 3G network: deployment of femtocells or macrocells. Femtocells are small 3G
base stations, similar to WiFi access points. They are designed for commercial or home use
to improve in-building network coverage. Traditionally, mobile operators have built their
networks with much larger base stations, covering distances from a few hundred metres to
tens of kilometres; these are termed macrocells.
There is currently interest in the provision of enhanced 3G coverage using femtocells.
Benefits include:
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•

Improved radio coverage indoors without the need to expand microcellular
network infrastructure, implying reduced capital expenditure;

•

Increased network capacity without an increase in the amount of spectrum
needed; and

•

Reduced customer churn as a result of innovative services and attractive
tariffs that can be offered to the user as cost savings are passed on.

Femtocell deployment can either be open or closed. Closed femtocells provide a service
only to authorised users within the home or office. Open femtocells provide access to any
user within range. The latter are of particular interest to network operators as they potentially
offer a way of extending general coverage without installing more base stations. For the
purposes of this case study, our consultants concentrated on the closed case.
Published estimates of the market for femtocell equipment vary, but for the purposes of this
case study it is assumed that the number of installed femtocells in the UK will reach 8
million, i.e. one femtocell device per four households. Our consultants estimate that a
femtocell consumes, on average, 7W of power, leading to an annual energy consumption of
490GWh. The above assumes that femtocells are operational 24 hours a day on the basis
that it unlikely that users would wish to deactivate their femtocell if it provides the primary
means of voice, messaging and data communications in their home. However, our
consultants noted that there is work taking place aimed at sensing when devices are not
active and automatically putting them into standby to conserve power.
The walls of a typical UK dwelling will absorb radio signals emanating from base stations
outside; our consultants calculated that approximately 40 times the power is required to
achieve the same signal level inside the house as outside. Further, these calculations
suggest that macrocell site density would need to be increased approximately 6-fold to
match the level of coverage provided by the deployment of femtocells described above.
Increasing the cell density by a factor of 6 translates, to a first order approximation, to an
increase in energy use by the same factor. So the increase in the annual macrocell energy
consumption per operator is 700GWh, or a total of 3500GWh for the five operators
(assuming identical networks).
This analysis above, which is subject to assumptions and approximations, indicates that
femtocells have an energy advantage ratio of about 7:1 over macrocell expansion. This
result is perhaps not surprising as femtocells place the base station where the coverage is
needed. However several other points need to be considered:
•

Increasing the density of macrocells would, of course, also improve outdoor
3G coverage (as well as network capacity);

•

The analysis is based on 3G coverage at the cell edge. Dwellings closer to
the serving cell site can expect good or acceptable indoor coverage without a
network upgrade;

•

The envisaged femtocell device will incorporate other functions already
provided by existing devices in the home such as Wi-Fi routers, so the
incremental consumption will be generally lower than that estimated above,
reinforcing the advantage of a femtocell approach. However, replacing
millions of existing pieces of equipment has other environmental
consequences;
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•

Femtocells may well have the effect of off-loading macrocell traffic and hence
could reduce the energy consumption of macrocells, albeit marginally; and

•

Not all consumers will be able to use femtocells as a fixed broadband
connection is a prerequisite and DSL or cable coverage of the UK is currently
not 100%. Perversely, broadband availability may be least where existing 3G
macro network coverage is also poorest.

Summary
Table 4 shows the case study examples as percentages of this total for UK emissions. This
illustrates that large communication systems are making noticeable contributions to total UK
CO2e emissions.
Table 4: Case study examples contrasted with UK 2010 greenhouse gas emissions
Communication Approximate
system
energy
consumption,
GWh/year

Approximate
emissions,
MtCO2e/year

As % of total
UK emissions

As % of total
UK domestic
emissions

3G transmission
networks

300

0.18

0.03

-

2G transmission
networks

1000

0.60

0.10

-

DTT full
transmission
network (2012)

114

0.07

0.01

-

Domestic TV
equipment

5900

3.54

0.57

2.5

As previously noted, domestic TVs and related equipment have a particularly significant
contribution, being widely deployed consumer products with daily usage. Our consultants
noted the existence of ongoing European Union and UK government initiatives to target
consumer equipment energy and standby consumption. Reduction of the active power
consumption of TVs remains a priority, as it contributes around 80% of total daily power
consumption.

Positive impacts of communication systems
As well as their direct negative impacts, communication systems have significant potential to
provide positive environmental benefits. However these benefits are not an inevitable
consequence of greater uptake of systems and services. Rather, communications systems
and services are critical enabling elements, essential to implementing wider initiatives and
policy changes that in practice are the actual drivers of actions and changes in behaviours.
It is these that (may) then lead to reductions in environmental impacts in other areas.
Quantifying these positive impacts is complex compared to evaluating direct negative
impacts, and relies on many more assumptions as to the likely take up and the effectiveness
of applications and services. Nonetheless there are clear arguments that communications
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services can be effective in offsetting travel and emissions in other sectors, and thus bring
environmental benefits, but they must be supported by other necessary actions, such as
setting appropriate policy and implementation objectives and developing users’ skills.

Transition strategies strongly influence environmental impacts
The evolution of physical systems over time, and particularly the transitions between older
and newer generations of communication systems, has a very important influence on
environmental impacts. New systems are often implemented to provide new or enhanced
services and geographic coverage, whilst supporting broadly similar core services to existing
ones.
This transition can last a shorter period if an explicit migration strategy is adopted. One
example is the strategy followed by the UK and many other countries for the transition to
digital terrestrial TV and the switch off of analogue transmissions. The clear timetables set
out, whilst extending over a number of years, will result in an overall reduction in the impact
of the transmission networks once analogue is switched off.
By contrast the 2G-3G ‘migration’ is effectively market-driven, based on commercial and
service considerations by the operators. Thus whilst 3G opens the way to significantly
enhanced services, there is a level of service duplication which is less than ideal from a
purely environmental perspective.
Environmentally, the introduction of new generation systems and the migration from legacy
systems should be planned where possible so as to minimise the extent to which ‘duplicate’
physical systems and products co-exist, whilst meeting commercial, regulatory and public
benefit requirements. Our consultants believe that the development of better tools to
analyse and identify optimum transition strategies for given cases would be beneficial, which
would take account not just of technical and environmental system aspects, but also
requirements such as continuity of service requirements, return on investment issues for
operators, equivalence of coverage, and the need to maximise consumer product lifetimes.

Conclusions
Our consultants concluded that a faster switchover from analogue to digital terrestrial TV
(DTT) might have reduced the impacts of parallel network operation. Introduction of power
consumption limits and reduction targets directly into UK receiver specifications may also
have been beneficial. More radically, our consultants thought that a detailed evaluation of
digital television via satellite might have been conducted at the outset, compared to
implementing a new terrestrial network. This might have been considered from both a
coverage perspective and from the potentially greater transitional issues, particularly the
need for a satellite dish on all dwellings and dealing with satellite blind spots in urban areas.
Our consultants concluded that providing digital television services over satellite, as opposed
to over a terrestrial network, would have reduced landscape impacts and network energy
consumption. However, the case study also showed that total energy consumption is
dominated by consumer equipment and, in recent years, is similar for both DTT and satellite
set-top boxes.
Our consultants felt that a responsibility for the environment might also influence spectrum
licensing. They hypothesised that incentives might have been used during the 3G spectrum
auctions of 2000, to encourage the improvement over time of the environmental footprint of
cellular systems. This could have involved the use of staged/tiered payment structures (with
financial bonuses or penalties), implemented against agreed environmental criteria and
performance improvements over time.
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Looking forward, our consultants suggested that it may be beneficial to explore favourable
licensing arrangements for communication services and applications that have potentially
positive environmental benefits - for example, smart metering and travel information
systems. These arrangements might include discounted or deferred payment mechanisms
for successful implementation of services. Where application specific licence-exempt
spectrum is more appropriate (e.g. for monitoring and control of building energy use), a small
amount of dedicated spectrum might be allocated on a national basis to actively encourage
the development of ‘environmentally-related’ applications.
The study shows that tensions might arise between existing policy approaches and greater
weight being placed on environmental impacts. For example, using spectrum more efficiently
might enable additional networks to be deployed, leading to valuable new services – but
would increase environmental impacts. Promoting competition through infrastructure
deployment may also tend to increase environmental impact. However, it is not uncommon
for such tensions to arise and solutions are typically found by weighting the various
approaches appropriately.
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Section 3

3. Spectrum: Modelling, measurement and
future usage
3.1

Introduction

One of Ofcom’s major responsibilities is the management of the radio spectrum. Better
spectrum management leads to more efficient utilisation and an increase in value for all
stakeholders. The consumer, increasingly dependent on wireless and mobile
communications, directly benefits from our work in this area. By improving our knowledge of
how various parts of the spectrum are actually used we can take steps to ensure that the
services to which they subscribe meet the standards of quality they expect – and have paid
for.
The projects described in this section involve both practical modelling and measurement of
spectrum usage and a more speculative study investigating future usage of spectrum.
Section 3.2 describes a project which investigated a novel approach to spectrum monitoring,
using vehicle-mounted sensors to build up a detailed database of measurements from
across the UK. The project described in section 3.3 studies whether the spectrum used by
WiFi devices is congested and, therefore, leading to users experiencing poor performance.
In section 3.4 we summarise the activity to update and improve our propagation models to
support advanced spectrum management techniques. In section 3.5 we cover a project to
investigate whether wind farms cause radio interference to wireless fixed links. Finally,
section 3.6 examines possible demand for spectrum from different services including
cellular, short range, broadcasting and fixed wireless access over the coming 15-20 years. It
uses a wide range of scenarios, some of which are deliberately extreme, in order to
understand whether there is sufficient supply to meet these demands across a number of
different frequency bands and services.

3.2

Spectrum monitoring using moving vehicles

Background
In order to better fulfil its spectrum management duties, Ofcom needs to be aware of the
utilisation of the spectrum across the country. This might assist, for example, in judging
whether additional licence-exempt spectrum is needed or in evaluating the level of
interference in a band.
We have an existing monitoring system, which provides important data but we frequently
investigate novel ways in which to obtain better, more detailed information. In previous
research projects we investigated a replacement system based on more than 1,000 nodes
located around the country but concluded at the time that it was difficult to make a business
case for investment in such a system.
An alternative approach would be to mount a relatively small number of nodes in vehicles
which drive around the country as part of their daily duties, e.g. delivery vans or cars used by
salesmen. These would make measurements as the vehicle moved, storing them locally and
then downloading them to a central database, perhaps each evening when the vehicle
returned to its home location. As the database of measurements grows this should build a
picture of spectrum use across much of the country in the key frequency bands
(approximately in the region 100MHz – 5GHz).
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The research
We commissioned a study to determine whether mobile monitoring devices, mounted in
vehicles, could provide data of sufficient quantity and quality to populate a spectrum
utilisation database covering a wide geographical area. The study used off-the-shelf
spectrum monitoring nodes, which are small, robust and suitable for mounting inside a
vehicle’s roof box, as illustrated in Figure 16.
Figure 16: A roof-box mounted monitoring node

For the trial, the monitoring nodes were mounted on a fleet of commercial vehicles, whose
day-to-day journeys covered much of the UK. The nodes recorded details of spectrum usage
over a range of frequencies from 10MHz to 5GHz over a period of 5 months. The data
amounted to over 4 million individual spectrum measurements, which were gathered in a
database over 200GB in size.
The primary focus of the trial was on collecting broadband data using an omnidirectional
antenna to determine spatial utilisation across the UK. Spatial utilisation is very different to
the conventional view on spectrum occupancy (which is more temporal) from a fixed
measurement site. With spatial utilisation, any signal crossing a power threshold in a given
area is given a weighting and the more samples taken within that area can be processed for
a peak or mean utilisation for any given band. This facilitates viewing of frequency usage on
a national level very quickly.
The measurement database can be interrogated by means of an application, which
represents the data in a number of graphical ways. The tool enables us, for example, to pick
a particular location and frequency band, and represent graphically the spectrum utilisation
observed during the monitoring period. Alternatively, more general results can be extracted.
Figure 17 shows the total band utilisation of the entire 10MHz to 5GHz frequency band
averaged across the UK.
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Figure 17: Total spatial utilisation from 10MHz to 5GHz across the UK

Results
The primary deliverable of this study is the measurement database. Therefore this section
focuses on presenting selected results by means of the database interrogation tool. The
initial ‘start point’ for analysis is normally the UK-wide plot, used to identify areas of potential
interest. One or more areas of interest are then selected for further analysis by ‘zooming in’.
We examine a number of services, starting with the technology used for 3G mobile services
in the UK, UMTS.

Example: UMTS
The UMTS downlink plot generally shows the output from all the cellular operator base
stations. This particular example shows the measured usage for three UMTS bands across
the whole of the UK. The actual frequency information and channel numbering have been
omitted.
The data in Figure 18, Figure 19 and Figure 20 shows the peak power and measured spatial
utilisation for three particular UMTS bands. These bands have been chosen as they
represent relatively high, medium and low spatial utilisation across the UK.
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Figure 18: UMTS, high coverage example - peak power

Figure 18 shows that, apart from in a few areas (generally those with a low population
density), the power measured in this band was high (coloured orange) over much of the UK perhaps due to this being the first carrier allocated for UK-wide network rollout. The peak
spatial utilisation was calculated to be 89% with the average utilisation at 81%.
Figure 19: UMTS, medium coverage band example – peak power

Figure 19 shows a marked contrast to the earlier example, with high power measured only in
the major conurbations (and a few other specific areas) and generally poorer coverage
elsewhere (shown in grey). There may be a number of reasons for this, e.g. this may be the
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second carrier to be built out by an operator to provide additional UMTS capacity in these
areas. For this example, the peak spatial utilisation was calculated to be 50% with the
average utilisation at 19%.
Figure 20: UMTS, low coverage band example – peak power

Figure 20 shows an even lower level of utilisation, with generally low power levels and only a
few areas showing elevated signal levels. This may be representative of the third or fourth
UMTS carrier allocated to an operator, which has not yet been implemented in their UK
network but is being used for test purposes at a few sites. For this example, the peak spatial
utilisation was calculated to be 15% with the average utilisation at 3%.
Each of the above plots can be interrogated to show the measurements made within each
pixel at any given zoom level, all the way down to the individual data samples. This data can
be displayed as a series of spectral plots and spectrograms. Figure 21 shows the typical
output for an individual pixel at the UK-wide zoom level.
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Figure 21: Spectrogram (left) and spectral data plot (right) for all data samples in
selected pixel

Spectrograms show how spectrum is used over time in a waterfall-style graph. The
horizontal axis represents frequency while the vertical axis represents time. Signal strength
is represented by colour, from low (blue) to high (red). Spectral data plots represent the
same data in a different way. The horizontal axis is, again, frequency, but the vertical axis
represents signal strength. The variously coloured traces represent measurements taken at
different times.

Example: UHF telemetry
The bands 457.5-458.5MHz and 463-464MHz are used for narrowband telemetry links. This
band has been subject to interference in the past, possibly as a result of increased use of
these frequencies for broadband wireless networks in other parts of Europe.
Figure 22: Frequency usage across the UK in the 457.5–464MHz range

Figure 22 shows that the power levels measured in most areas are, in general, quite high
(coloured orange). This shows that this band is widely used. During the course of the trial, an
informal request was received to take measurements in a particular location in East Anglia.
Figure 23 shows how a particular location can be selected for further analysis to assess the
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usage of the band at a local level. The signal distribution in this case appears to be nearuniform, indicating the possible use of an omnidirectional antenna at the transmitter site.
Figure 23: Elevated signal levels in East Anglia in the 457.5–464 MHz range

Probable transmitter site

Example: TETRA
TETRA is a digital mobile radio standard used by organisations such as the emergency
services. It operates in the band between 390 and 395MHz. As one might expect given its
users, Figure 24 shows that TETRA coverage across the UK is high.
Figure 24: UK-wide frequency usage map, TETRA base stations

As in previous examples, the database analysis tool enables us to drill down to extract
detailed usage information at a specific location. Figure 25 shows a spectral data plot and a
spectrogram for TETRA usage around Gainsborough in the north of England.
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Figure 25: Extracting more detail for a specific location

Spectral data plot

Spectrogram

Example: 2.4GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band
The ISM radio bands were originally reserved internationally for the use of RF
electromagnetic fields for industrial, scientific and medical purposes other than
communications. The most commonly encountered ISM device is the home microwave oven
operating at 2.45GHz. However, in recent years these bands have also been shared with
licence-free error-tolerant communications applications such as Bluetooth and wireless local
area networks based on WiFi. The trial recorded measurements for the whole ISM band
covering 2.4 to 2.4835GHz.
Utilisation across the UK was quite high, perhaps unsurprising given the proliferation of WiFi
networks and other devices using this band. Usage was particularly high in London, a finding
common with a separate study, which used an alternative approach to look for congestion in
the ISM bands (see section 3.3). Figure 26 shows the spectral data plot and spectrogram for
all data samples in the central London area. The plots generally show a high level of activity
across the band.
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Figure 26: Spectrogram (left) and spectral data plot (right) for all data samples in
London

For comparison, a high level of activity was also detected around the North Yorkshire town
of Hexthorpe. However, the signatures of the measured spectra show that the highest
powers do not relate to WiFi activity, but rather that other technologies are being used in this
band.
Figure 27: Spectrogram (left) and spectral data plot (right) for all data samples in
Hexthorpe

Conclusions
We approached this project as an experiment to test whether mobile spectrum monitoring is
viable as an additional tool for managing spectrum on a national level. In particular, we
wanted to ascertain the following:
•

Effectiveness – did it work?

•

Practicality – could it be done in a regular vehicle without expensive
adaptation?

Here we look at each of these questions in turn before drawing some conclusions on the
usefulness of mobile monitoring as a tool for spectrum management.
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Effectiveness
The system used in the project was designed to monitor spectrum over a broad range of
frequencies and to store spectrum measurement data such as occupancy (fixed
deployments), spatial utilisation (mobile deployments) and peak and average power.
In the course of the project, more than 4.2 million separate spectrum measurements were
recorded and stored along with essential time and geographic information. Our consultants’
analysis of the data gathered showed that more than 90% of the data collected was suitable
for inclusion in the spectrum database. Once gathered, the spectrum database was
analysed to produce the graphic images of spectrum peak, average power and spatial
utilisation described previously.
Our consultants concluded that the approach followed was an effective means of collecting
data over a wide area and we will continue to further analyse the data collected.

Practicality
The monitoring system, the associated antennas and support electronics were comfortably
accommodated in a standard, commercially available car roof box and were powered by the
vehicle’s standard electrical system. The system was robust and coped well with the terrain
and weather conditions experienced. Some interference from the vehicle’s own systems was
observed but in general this was predictable and was factored out of the data that was
stored in the database. No particular skills were required on the part of the vehicle driver – a
simple LED system indicated that the system was functioning normally or malfunctioning.

In general, our consultants concluded that a larger scale deployment of mobile monitors with
a larger database of measurements and more thorough countrywide coverage could yield a
useful database of spectrum utilisation. Such a database could be used in a number of
ways:
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•

Policy formulation: spectrum policy needs to be informed by the best
possible information on the actual usage of spectrum. A low-cost, large fleet
set of mobile monitors could deliver much more comprehensive information
on spectrum usage;

•

Spectrum trading: when spectrum is auctioned or traded between third
parties, the database could be used to give those looking to purchase rights
to particular spectrum as idea of how clear that spectrum is of interference
across the country or in particular locations. Such information could only ever
be a sample; nevertheless, it is likely to be much richer than information
currently available. This could assist the smooth operation of the spectrum
trading process; and

•

Enforcement: although it is not the primary intention of gathering the
spectrum data, analysis of the database can identify violations in terms of
unlicensed spectrum usage and power violations. The database could be
used in conjunction with complaints to focus on an area of concern to see if
any violations have been detected when measurements were taken in that
area.
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3.3

Estimating the Utilisation of Key Licence-Exempt Bands

Background
Licence-Exempt (LE) bands are areas of the spectrum that are very lightly regulated by
Ofcom. Users do not need licences to transmit in these bands and this has led to diverse
applications and services. However, this leads to questions such as whether the existing
bands are sufficient to meet the current demand for services, what kinds of problems are
experienced in places where there is too much demand and do all the different services coexist easily or do they interfere with each other?
Understanding how the LE bands are being used is an important input to Ofcom's
decision-making process when it comes to considering any proposed changes to spectrum
allocation and management. The LE bands have been studied in previous years through
measurement at fixed sites, computer modelling and sectoral studies. Those investigations
indicated a continuing rise in usage, which raises questions about future growth and whether
or not the regulatory approach to the LE bands will continue to be appropriate for the
services in these bands.
One of the main services using LE spectrum is the wireless local area networking technology
commonly referred to as WiFi. It is widely used for data communications in laptop
computers and handheld devices. This research concentrates on investigating the user
experience of WiFi-based services. This will act as an indicator of the current state of an LE
band that is playing an increasingly important role in the UK's communications infrastructure.

Explanation of the technology
This research concentrated on the 2.4 GHz band, which extends from 2.4 to 2.483GHz and
is designated for Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) use. It is a band that is used for
many purposes, including:
•

Wireless computer networking (WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, mesh networks etc.);

•

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) telephony;

•

Gaming;

•

Remote control; and

•

Audio-video (AV) senders and baby monitors.

The 2.4GHz band also contains the band within which microwave ovens are allowed to
operate. These devices are screened but some radio waves do still leak out and, whilst not
at a level to be dangerous, they can cause interference to nearby communications.

WiFi networks
This research concentrates on the use of WiFi for computer networking. The term WiFi
refers to a family of networking protocols, the most common of which is IEEE 802.11b. More
recent enhancements, such as IEEE 802.11g and IEEE 802.11i, extend the original
standard by allowing faster data rates, longer range, better multipath performance and
improved security.
Normally WiFi communications are carried out via a central device called an Access Point
(AP) in a mode of operation called infrastructure mode. It is normal practise to connect the
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AP to the Internet by a wired link, such as a domestic broadband connection. It is also
possible to configure WiFi networks in ad hoc mode which does not need an AP, but this
mode is less common than infrastructure mode.

WiFi frames
WiFi networks use the same Internet Protocol (IP) technologies as the rest of the Internet,
but a dedicated layer of processing is added to allow communication by radio. From the
point of view of this project it is this wireless communications layer that is of interest. This
layer is called the Link Layer or Media Access Control (MAC) layer.
Figure 28 shows the layers of communications involved in WiFi as a processing stack. The
top three layers are those encountered in the wired Internet and are the application layer,
transport layer and internet layer. The link layer is shown underneath these and, below that,
there is the physical layer, which represents the radio transmitter/ receiver and the spectrum
itself.
Figure 28: WiFi protocol stack

Within the wired Internet, data is carried within the internet layer in short bursts called
packets. A similar principle applies within the link layer, but the data bursts are called
frames. A frame is a single burst of data and all WiFi messages are transported between two
devices by one or more frames. There are three main types of frames: management frames,
control frames and data frames.
These frames can be readily recorded and analysed using commercially available test
equipment and by computing devices that are running suitable software. There are actually
over thirty different kinds of frames and it turns out to be useful to look at certain types of
frame for measuring specific effects. In particular:
•

Beacon frames are a type of management frame. They are transmitted at
regular intervals by APs to advertise their presence to potential client devices.
Counting the beacon frames gives an indication of how many APs are
operating in an area; and

•

User data frames are a type of data frame. They carry the actual data
generated by users. By counting the user data frames it is possible to
estimate how much content is being passed across the wireless networks.

If a frame is lost for any reason, it can be retransmitted by the sending device. These
retransmissions can be observed and used to estimate how many frames are being lost.
This is one way of looking for problems in the WiFi networks.
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Current state of the art and the research
This research is being performed in an environment in which the 2.4GHz band is already
being used heavily for WiFi and other services. Earlier survey work indicated the rise in
usage of this band, so continued monitoring of this band will help to indicate when trouble
spots are likely to appear and how bad they might be.
Previous surveys and modelling activities concentrated on obtaining estimates of the
physical layer utilisation. This project takes a different approach and looks instead at the link
layer.
A main thrust of this project has been to try to quantify the likely user experience in different
areas. Our consultants researched this concept by loading experimental networks and
gauging the user experience at different levels of network traffic. From this investigation a
way of making measurements has been proposed that can suggest the worst-case user
experience in an area. The measurements can be made with a handheld device that is
carried around an area of interest.

Measurement approach
A number of approaches to measuring network utilisation exist, broadly divided into active
and passive monitoring methods. Passive monitoring has the advantage of not affecting the
networks, unlike active monitoring, which stresses the networks by passing known data
across them and looking for errors. Passive monitoring is generally easier to perform but
produces less detailed information than active monitoring. However, it is still possible to
determine a wide range of statistics about network performance.
This study involved passive monitoring, using a number of handheld devices for several
weeks in different places around the country. The devices featured GPS functionality to
enable the accurate logging of performance data against location. Monitoring concentrated
on town and city centres as these were expected to be the places where problems are
occurring.

Frame rates
Counting the total number of WiFi frames received per second is one way of measuring how
busy an area is. Considerable variation exists between the total frame rates at different sites,
as shown in Figure 29, in which it can be seen that the total frame rate is higher in London
than other places.
Furthermore, the proportions of the different frame types vary from site to site. In Figure 29
the frame types have been split into user data frames, beacon frames and 'other
management and control' frames.
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Figure 29: Proportions of frame types in different locations
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Our consultants found that it is rare for the user data frame rate to exceed 10% of the total
frame rate. The implication is that over 90% of the frames are typically being used to keep
the networks running and are not carrying user data. This is an important result, as it
suggests that the existing WiFi protocols can use a substantial part of the 2.4GHz band
without carrying significant quantities of user-generated content.

Problems in the 2.4 GHz band
Gauging the levels of usage and network degradation have been the main thrusts of this
research programme. These are two quite separate questions. A spectrum band can be
very busy without users experiencing any problems. Conversely, a band can be lightly
loaded but the users are not obtaining the service quality they expect.
It was clear from our consultants’research that the majority of problems experienced by WiFi
network users are not spectrum-related. There are many ways in which the user experience
can be affected, but only some of the problems can be attributed to working over a shared
radio link. With 83MHz of bandwidth available and a restricted range for WiFi services, the
2.4GHz band can support many users simultaneously in an area. It is only in the centre of
London that wireless congestion was found to be a significant problem.
With a very wide range of applications, technologies and services in the 2.4GHz band, users
will have correspondingly diverse expectations. This was confirmed by our consultants’
investigations, which also revealed very strong beliefs and opinions held by many users.
Sometimes these beliefs can be supported by the evidence available, but this is not always
the case. For example, there is a view that some domestic users generate excessive
amounts of WiFi traffic, denying access to other users. The research suggests that this is not
the case, rather the affected parties are almost certainly seeing interference from non-WiFi
devices such as microwave ovens, Audio Video (AV) senders, security cameras or baby
monitors.
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Estimating user experience
With so many different problems affecting users’ experience of wireless networking in the
2.4GHz band, producing a single number that can be meaningful to all users is impossible.
However, given some assumptions, it is possible to give some measure of the worst case
that people could expect in an area.
Our consultants defined a parameter called the Mean Opinion Score Lower Bound
(MOSLB). This is based on the concept of relating network performance degradation to a
Mean Opinion Score (MOS), which is a five point rating scale already used in the audio and
video industries. Table 5 describes the different MOSLB levels.
Table 5: MOSLB levels and descriptions
MOSLB
5

4

3

2

1

Quality

Impairment

Excellent

It is highly unlikely that users in this area will experience service
quality problems due to wireless network issues.

Good

Users may occasionally notice slight falls in service quality due to
wireless network issues, but these will not be annoying.

Fair

Users may sometimes notice loss of service quality due to
wireless network issues and these could be slightly annoying.

Poor

Loss of service quality due to wireless network issues, when it
occurs, may be annoying.

Bad

Users can expect to encounter wireless network problems and
these can be very annoying.

Our consultants calculated the MOSLB number for individual 1km grid squares at the various
locations at which measurements were recorded. This was then plotted on a map, using the
colour codes indicated in Table 5, to indicate the areas where WiFi problems may be
expected.
Figure 30 shows the MOSLB map of central London. It is evident that in the majority of
locations the observed MOSLB was level 1, indicating a high level of WiFi utilisation and the
potential for performance degradation. The underlying yellow lines represent the routes
travelled by the measurement devices.
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Figure 30: MOSLB map of Central London

Figure 32 shows a similar map for Cambridge; here overall observed utilisation is lower,
resulting in the generally higher MOSLB scores. The worst areas are represented by the two
red squares, which is where one would expect most problems to occur. Figure 32 shows the
same area in 3D with the heights of each column indicating the average frame rate (the taller
the column the higher the frame rate). It will be seen that the red columns are not the tallest
ones. The areas where most problems are observed are not necessarily the busiest areas.
This can be explained by interference. Areas where the WiFi services are experiencing a lot
of interference are not necessarily those where there is a lot of WiFi usage.
Figure 31: MOSLB map of Cambridge
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Figure 32: MOSLB and frame rate map of Cambridge

Interference and Congestion
Our consultants’ measurements and experiments suggest that the WiFi networks are
capable of carrying much more traffic than they actually do. However, there is a possibility of
interference between different types of devices, due to the range and variety of devices
operating in the 2.4GHz band.
The frequent use of the word ‘congestion’ to describe performance degradation is
misleading, as it implies that it is a result of high levels of usage; this is not supported by our
consultants’ measurements. The drop in performance in urban areas appears to be mainly
the result of interference from other wireless devices, problems in the ‘wired Internet’ (such
as unavailable websites) and problems with device configuration. The greatest concentration
of different radio types tends to occur in urban centres, so interference tends to increase with
population density.
However, interference also occurs in low population density areas. It only requires a single
device, such as an analogue video sender, to severely affect WiFi services within a short
range, such that a single large building or cluster of houses can experience difficulties with
using a single WiFi channel.
These interference problems are the indirect result of light regulation in the 2.4GHz band. A
plethora of radio types, which are not all designed via standardisation processes, means that
peaceful co-existence does not arise organically. Co-existence must be enforced by some
means if LE bands are to be shared effectively.

Conclusions
From a technical viewpoint the main conclusions from this research are:
•

The majority of problems experienced by WiFi users are not spectrumrelated. Users are likely to attribute their problems to congestion, but most of
the time the problems are due to wired Internet problems or device
configuration errors;

•

Interference, caused by a range of devices operating in the 2.4GHz band, can
cause networking problems for WiFi devices. WiFi’s protocols are sufficiently
robust to limit the effect of interference on user quality of experience in all but
the most extreme cases. In the long term the levels of interference could be
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reduced by enforcing co-existence criteria via the standardisation committees;
and
•

Inner city locations are extremely busy and do exhibit signs of congestion as
well as interference. Our consultants expect this to be occuring in most large
cities of the UK.

Interpreting the technical findings of the research in terms of the impact on the LE bands, our
consultants were led to the following views:
•

The LE bands are an increasingly important part of the UK infrastructure.
Organisations that use these bands should be aware that service quality
cannot be guaranteed and that interference can appear suddenly when a
nearby user turns on a different kind of radio device;

•

The lack of licence costs makes LE bands attractive to organisations such as
local authorities for networking of public services in urban areas. Advice
should be given on the need for resilience if LE bands are used for critical
infrastructure services;

•

There is a tendency for people to buy commercially-available equipment and
adapt it to increase the range. Such modifications are likely to deny services
to other users and should be discouraged. If the LE bands are to continue to
be available to everyone then the power limits on devices need to be adhered
to. Similarly, using standardised equipment should be encouraged to improve
coexistence;

•

Further work on communications standards should focus on:

•
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a)

Improving co-existence of different protocol families (which may
require externally-funded, co-operative research between competing
standardisation bodies and technology alliances);

b)

Automatic configuration throughout the protocol stack to minimise
user error and maximise the network efficiency and co-existence in
shared LE bands;

c)

Minimising the networking overhead so that the number of frames
required for management and control is reduced;

d)

Improving the ways in which networking protocols react to
interference and congestion; and

e)

Removing conditions under which client devices can flood a network
with, for example, null data frames.

The co-existence issue is seen as important enough to require a certification
mechanism. A ‘2.4GHz friendly’ logo attached to devices that adhere to coexistence standards would be an approach that manufacturers and
consumers could understand and support. It would allow innovation by
providing a target to achieve for new devices. The baby monitor market is one
example where this approach has already arisen through market forces, with
‘WiFi-friendly’ appearing on the datasheets for the new generation of digital
video monitors. A ‘2.4GHz friendly’ logo would tap into such market pressures
and lead to improved co-existence of all types of radio in this band.
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3.4

Wide-range propagation model

Background
As use of the spectrum becomes more liberalised and innovative, coverage and interference
assessment methods require updating. Studies have revealed shortcomings in existing
prediction methods (such as ITU-R recommendations P.530 and P.452) when analysed for
these purposes. As use of services is often defined in a statistical manner (e.g. mobile
location, activity factors) and the radio environment is known to change with time in a
manner that is generally understood but, nevertheless, difficult to predict, it is common to
adopt a Monte Carlo analysis approach. When adopting such an approach it is vital that
there are no ‘gaps’ in the model for which the randomly selected parameters render it
unusable.
The goal of this project is to develop a general purpose terrestrial propagation model that is
valid from 30MHz to 50GHz and can use computer-derived path profiles in conjunction with
geographic parameters such as rainfall data to predict the cumulative distribution of path
loss from “0% to 100%” of time between any two points. The model should be free of
discontinuities when frequency, distance, time-percentage or path profile is smoothly varied.
Further, it should facilitate software implementation and efficient use of computer resources
when used.
It is acknowledged that almost all of the necessary building blocks (or sub-models) required
to develop such a model already exist. A first step was therefore to conduct a thorough audit
of existing sub-models with a view to extracting and combining them to form the wide-range
propagation model (WRPM). This audit identified the significant terrestrial propagation
mechanisms over the frequency range considered. Further investigation revealed anomalies
in current methods that would produce discontinuities or even non-monotonic results when
applied over a wide range of time percentages. Initial work therefore concentrated on
developing existing sub-models with a view to combining them to form the wide range
propagation model. This study is intended to last for two years; the first year of the project is
summarised here.

The research
The final model will be comprised of a number of sub-models. Work in the first year of the
project has concentrated on creating these sub-models and statistical aspects concerning
how they should be combined. In this section we discuss our consultants’ activities for each
of the sub-models developed so far.
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Useful terminology
Sporadic E: a form of ionospheric propagation whereby signals are
reflected from concentrated patches of metallic ions that occur in the
ionosphere’s E layer at an altitude of around 90 km.
Radiosonde: a device to measure atmospheric parameters, typically
attached to high altitude balloons. An ionosonde is a radiosonde that is
specifically used to examine the ionosphere.
Ducting: the phenomenon in which atmospheric effects can cause radio
waves to propagate over long distances with low loss. This can lead to
enhanced interference levels being experienced. It is known as ducting, as
the atmosphere effectively traps the radio energy in a particular
atmospheric layer.
∆N: a term used to quantify the variation of atmospheric refractive index
with height. A large variation in refractive index with height is likely to lead
to ducting. It is noteworthy that a value for ∆N of 157 represents the
situation where the bending a radio wave exactly matches the curvature of
the earth effectively making the earth flat from the viewpoint of the radio
wave.
Diffraction: the effect by which waves enter into the shadow of an object. It
is vital to be able to predict the strength of a signal in an object’s shadow
and models exist to study the effects of diffraction.
ITU: The International Telecommunication Union is the United Nations
agency for information and communications technology issues. It
comprises a number of sectors, including the ITU-R, which has specific
responsibility for radio matters.

Sporadic E propagation
The wide-range propagation model is required to operate down to 30MHz and to cover time
percentages to arbitrarily low values. At frequencies between 30MHz and approximately
50MHz the sporadic E propagation mechanism becomes significant as a source of
interference for small time percentages.
A suitable path loss model has been developed and implemented within this study. An
example of the predicted field strength is given in Figure 33. As well as a clear reduction in
the significance of sporadic E as the frequency increases, there is also a strong distance
dependence resulting in a notable skip zone. Sporadic E occurrence is difficult to predict and
must be dealt with statistically. It is independent of the other propagation mechanisms
considered in the wide-range propagation model. As the ionisation is generated by solar
radiation, sporadic E propagation tends occur most frequently in the daytime during the
summer.
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Figure 33: Sporadic E field strength 1% time for Europe for a 1kW EIRP transmission
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To allow sporadic E to be incorporated in the wide-range propagation model, the ITU-R
model given in Recommendation P534-4 has been adopted with digitised maps of the
parameter FoEs, which is the critical frequency of sporadic E against time percentage
generated by an analysis of 25 years of global ionosonde data. The new maps compare well
against observation data.

Modelling of Meteorological Statistics
Central to the wide-range propagation model is the element of time-variability. This will be
represented by statistical distributions that give transmission loss as a function of time
percentage. In the model, the time-variability is caused by variability of the Earth’s
atmosphere. There is obviously a link between the statistics of the meteorological variables
and the statistical distributions of propagation path loss. Sometimes this relationship is fairly
direct (for example, the dependence of rain fading on rainfall rate) and sometimes it is
indirect, even obscure.
A number of issues have been investigated which relate to the statistics of the underlying
meteorology that is relevant to the propagation models. This has two aims:
•

To provide justification for assumptions made in current models (such as the
way the distributions from different mechanisms are combined); and

•

To develop new models where necessary. The methodology was to derive
new statistics from a 20-year dataset of radiosonde ascents, together with cosited rainfall measurements.

The research in this area essentially comprises three self-contained studies. Each
addresses a particular issue in the context of the wide-range propagation model:
•

A new global model for the full cumulative distribution function of ∆N in the
range 0–100% has been developed. It is based on three ∆N-related
parameters, specified by means of global maps. ∆N is used to calculate the
effective Earth radius that provides the time dependence of the diffraction
model;
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•

The statistics of water vapour were investigated. Atmospheric absorption
depends directly on the water vapour density. In current propagation models
(P.452 and P.1812), the water vapour density is specified in a very simple,
time-independent way. This study compares the surface value and vertical
profiles of water vapour density obtained from the radiosonde database with
the ITU-R P.836 and P.835 models. The seasonal and diurnal variation is
investigated at the surface and as a function of height. Improved modelling of
water vapour density is proposed for the wide-range propagation model; and

•

The statistical correlations between four meteorological mechanisms were
examined: ∆N, ducting, rainfall and water vapour. These mechanisms provide
the time-variability in the terrain diffraction, ducting/layer reflection, rain fading
and gaseous absorption propagation models, respectively. All six
combinations of these mechanisms were considered. The issue of how to
combine the transmission losses predicted by these separate models was not
dealt with in detail, although it is possible to make recommendations in those
cases where the meteorological correlations are simple and the link between
the meteorology and the propagation loss is clear.

Diffraction modelling
A method of predicting the diffraction loss given a computer-generated path profile will form
a fundamental element of the wide range propagation model. The profile will vary with time
as the effective curvature of the earth changes. ITU recommendation P.526-10 deals with
propagation by diffraction and describes a practical three-edge method and a semideterministic method for predicting diffraction loss over a smooth earth. Problems requiring
attention include discontinuities with the three-edge method for smoothly varying obstacle
heights and the fact that it does not agree with the prediction of the smooth earth model
when a terrain profile describing a smooth earth is used. Additionally, it includes an
empirical correction whose value on long paths can vastly exceed any diffraction calculation.
A novel technique has been developed referred to as the ‘Delta’ method. This method
renders the empirical correction unnecessary and regards the difference between the
prediction for a smooth earth profile of a particular path length and frequency using the
three-edge method and the semi-deterministic smooth earth model as a quantifiable error
that can be considered in the new method. The new method eliminates discontinuities by
using a single edge method as opposed to the three-edge method.
One surprising problem that emerged constitutes something of an anomaly with the semideterministic smooth earth model in ITU recommendation P.526-10. The deterministic
element of the model is valid only beyond the radio horizon. To make this method generally
applicable it is necessary to interpolate between the value of diffraction loss predicted at the
radio horizon and the value of zero diffraction loss where 60% of the first Fresnel zone is
clear. The method in P.526-10 interpolates on the basis of percentage of Fresnel zone
clearance. This leads to a continuous function when loss is predicted against distance.
The anomaly becomes apparent when several graphs are plotted on the same axes with ∆N
or effective earth curvature as the running parameter. This shows that, at distances
between full clearance and the radio horizon, the method predicts higher diffraction loss
where the effective earth curvature is higher. The reverse should be the case. This
anomaly will result in non-monotonic behaviour of diffraction loss against time percentage for
path lengths within this range. This anomaly can be removed by simply linearly interpolating
between diffraction loss in dB and the log of distance over the required distance range.
Adopting this approach may also improve the accuracy of the prediction of diffraction loss
over a smooth earth for distances slightly less than the radio horizon. Figure 34 shows
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current predictions, using P.526-10, together with proposed modifications for a range of
values of ∆N. Notice that the lines no longer cross each other when the modified method is
adopted.
Figure 34: P.526 original and modified spherical-earth model

A diffraction model which has the required characteristics appears to be achievable. It
provides an accurate match to the P.526 spherical-earth model; although in practice the
latter needs to be modified to make the overall model satisfactory. This will require some
additional development and more extensive testing.
Since a diffraction model for the WRPM must be selected fairly soon, to permit assembly
and testing of the complete method in the second year of the project, three alternatives
appear to be available:
•

Continue with what is hoped to be a relatively small additional development of
the delta method with the spherical-earth model modified. Monotonic
variation with ∆N must be guaranteed, and if practicable slope discontinuities
should be removed. This option offers to the prospect of a good overall
outcome, but carries the risk that it may prove impracticable to complete the
additional work within the time available;

•

Decide that the above risk is too high, and adopt the existing Bullington
method with the empirical correction defined in ITU-R CG 3K-1 documents
(known as the “C2” correction). This would be expected to give
approximately the same performance as the 3-edge method, but with the
advantage of having discontinuities removed, or at least greatly diminished.
The model would need to be tested over a wide range of ∆N; and

•

Lastly, and what might be assumed to be the most conservative choice,
continue with the 3-edge model. If this is used with varying ∆N it is known
that discontinuities, sometimes exceeding 10dB, can exist, which in some
cases will change in the ‘wrong’ direction. This is viewed as highly
undesirable, and it is thus assumed that if the 3-edge model is retained it
should use a better method of interpolating the 3-edge method between
anchor-points, or the equivalent. This also will require additional development
and testing.

Future work
This study is currently halfway through its two year programme of work and we will present
the conclusions in next year’s report. For the coming twelve months, the following extensions
to the wide-range propagation model (WRPM) are proposed:
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3.5

•

It is wished to define all sub-models for the complete range of time
percentages, rather than the division between enhancements and fades. One
reason is that some sub-models do not fit into the division. Diffraction must
be formulated over the complete range of time percentages and it cannot be
assumed globally that ducting is restricted to time percentages less than 50%.
Another reason is that it is wished to avoid a slope discontinuity in the loss
cumulative distribution at a time percentage of 50% and the best approach to
this is to define sub-models as continuous functions through this point;

•

A sporadic E sub-model needs to be added for WRPM application at VHF. It
is assumed, at the present stage, that ionospheric and tropospheric losses
are independent, although this is not certain. Thus adding a sporadic E submodel possibly carries the complications of statistical independence. As
discussed above, this is the most difficult case to cover. For this reason it is
expected that the sporadic E sub-model will be switched off for the higher
frequencies at which it would not be significant, although this frequency itself
may depend on other inputs. A complicating factor is that the time-related
statistics of sporadic E are quite different from tropospheric mechanisms, with
variations caused by solar activity, and marked seasonal and diurnal cycles.
At present it is intended to formulate the model to approximate to averageannual statistics, and also to accommodate other factors either by additional
inputs or guidance; and

•

Strong positive correlation has been found between ∆N and surface watervapour density. It thus seems appropriate to take this into account,
particularly when adding gaseous absorption to the diffraction sub-model,
since this is dominated by mechanisms close to the surface. In this case the
positive correlation of ∆N and surface water-vapour density leads to a
negative correlation of the corresponding losses.

Understanding the effect of wind farms on communication systems

Background
The UK Government is committed to the development of wind energy in the UK through the
use of offshore and onshore wind farms. However, concerns have been raised over the
effect of wind farms on radiocommunications systems, in particular their impact on fixed links
and broadcasting services.
A predecessor body of Ofcom previously initiated a study on establishing an exclusion zone
around a path of a fixed radio link within which it would be inadvisable to install a wind
turbine 10. The study identified three principle degradation mechanisms which are relevant to
a wind turbine in proximity to a single radio link and presented formulae by which the effects
of these mechanisms may be analysed.
It is widely agreed that radio signals can be affected by wind turbines. The main issue is the
multipath effect where the received signal experiences interference due to reflection from the
tower or turbine blade. Vulnerability to multipath effects is a function of the frequency and

10

D. Bacon, “A proposed method for establishing an exclusion zone around a terrestrial fixed radio
link outside of which a wind turbine will cause negligible degradation of the radio link performance”,
October 2002,
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/radiocomms/ifi/licensing/classes/fixed/Windfarms/windfarmdavidbacon.pdf
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length of the link; the lower the frequency and the longer the link, the more risk there is of
multipath interference.
A modern wind turbine blade is commonly made from glass-reinforced plastic (GRP) with an
epoxy or polyester resin. The blade surface has to remain smooth to reduce turbulence and
the possibility of the blade stalling, while within the blade there may be metal supports and
balancing weights. Carbon fibre reinforcement is a common feature on larger blades, adding
strength while reducing weight. Most turbines typically have three blades, although two blade
designs have been marketed in the past. Higher power rated wind turbines will tend to have
a larger blade size and slower rotational speed, although trade-offs can be made between
size and speed depending on design specifics.
The size and rotation of the turbine blades can have a significant impact on
radiocommunications systems. The main interference mechanisms are:
•

Near-field effects: a near-field distance can be defined for an antenna within
which simple path loss and antenna coupling equations are not valid. This
makes it more complicated to predict the effect of objects when they lie within
the near-field of either the transmitting or receiving antenna;

•

Diffraction, whereby an object detrimentally modifies an advancing wave front
when it obstructs the wave’s path of travel; and

•

Reflection or scattering, whereby the physical structure of the turbines reflects
interfering signals into the receiving antenna of a fixed link.

The criterion for avoiding diffraction effects from wind farms is based on calculating an
exclusion zone equal to the 2nd Fresnel zone.
The extent to which an object will reflect or scatter radio waves is usually quantified by its
radar cross section (RCS). Any interference effect from the wind turbine can be calculated
by its RCS in terms of carrier-to-interference (C/I) protection ratio. A fixed radio link is
normally designed with a large C/I, which should be exceeded for all but 20% of time, and a
somewhat lower value, which must be exceeded for all but a much smaller percentage of
time, typically in the range 0.1% to 0.001%.
The choice of C/I protection ratios will depend on the modulation and coding schemes of the
link and the required performance. To ensure that a wind turbine has negligible effect on
performance it has been suggested that the calculation of reflection or scattering should be
based on a C/I protection ratio somewhat higher than the 20% value.
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The Fresnel zones
Wireless energy does not travel as a single ray but as a wave that spreads by an amount
determined by the transmitting antenna.
Any obstacle that lies in
the beam of both the
transmitting and
receiving antennas will
affect the received signal
strength; either by
obstructing the signal or,
usually more seriously,
by creating multipath by
means of reflection from
the obstacle.

Fresnel Zone
Line of sight
Fresnel Zone radius

A signal reflected from an obstacle will have a smaller effect if the direct signal is received at
a high level. This is best achieved by ensuring good clearance exists on the wanted path.
One way of quantifying clearance is by means of identifying Fresnel zones. If more than
60% of the first Fresnel zone is clear of obstructions, the wanted signal strength is very
nearly the same as if no obstructions existed. Thus checking that the first two Fresnel zones
are clear of any wind turbines should ensure that the affect on the wanted signal strength is
not harmful.

The research
Our consultants undertook two measurement campaigns in order to measure the effects of
wind farms on fixed link and scanning telemetry systems. The first measured near-field and
diffraction effects from wind turbines, whereas the second measured scattering and
reflecting effects.

Measurement of near-field and diffraction effects
A pair of vehicle-mounted transmit and receive antennas were deployed to characterise the
general impairments to the propagation path. One of the vehicles operated as a transmit
terminal and used 10m tilt-over, pump-up mast to elevate the test antenna. The other vehicle
used an internal-mounted 10m mast for rapid measurement setup between different
locations.
The Fresnel zone measurements due to diffraction were made by:
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•

Positioning the transmitter vehicle at a known location around the single
turbine or wind farm;

•

A signal at the required frequency was transmitted using a synthesised signal
generator via a power amplifier of sufficient gain to offset the feeder loss and
provide adequate equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP);

•

For each transmit location the receiver vehicle was positioned at different
locations with separation distances of 5 to 10km relative to the transmitter;
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•

The latitude and longitude co-ordinate positions of both vehicles were logged
automatically using GPS receivers;

•

Measurements of the received signal were made using a spectrum analyser
using a peak detector with a resolution bandwidth of 10kHz and a time span
of 10 seconds. This allowed the analyser to record fifty points per second,
thus ensuring that any fading of the wanted signal due to the wind turbine(s)
was adequately captured; and

•

Five to ten minutes of measurement data was captured for each frequency at
each location to allow meaningful statistical analysis.

The above procedure was repeated for a number of frequencies between 436MHz and
38GHz.
The measurements presented here were made around a single wind turbine in the village of
March, Cambridgeshire. Figure 35 and Figure 36 show how the measured signal varied as a
function of time with the wind turbine facing the transmitter directly, at frequencies of 436
and 6175MHz respectively. At 436MHz, Figure 35 shows that every 1.2 – 1.3 seconds the
turbine produced a null of 2 – 2.5dB below the measured median level. At 6175MHz the
turbine produced a null of 0.5 – 1.25dB below the median level, approximately 1.5dB less
than at 436MHz. This shows that, as the frequency of the transmitted signal increased, the
amplitude of the null produced by the wind turbine decreased. This is expected as the
Fresnel zone shrinks with increasing frequency.
Figure 35: Sample of a measured time trace showing the wind turbine effects to a
continuous wave at 436 MHz
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Figure 36: Sample of a measured time trace showing the wind turbine effects to CW at
6175 MHz
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During the measurement trial it was observed that the wind turbine was rotating at 15rpm,
i.e. every 4 seconds. Thus, with three blades, each tip has an effect on the CW signal every
1.33 seconds. This correlates well with the results shown in the figures above.
Figure 37 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the fluctuating signal with
respect to its calculated median level, for each measurement frequency. The plot shows that
for 1% of the time a single turbine can produce a fade 3dB below the median signal level at
436MHz. With the exception of 3430MHz and 18710MHz, the level of fade decreases to 2dB
and 1.5dB for 1477MHz and 6170MHz respectively.
Therefore, it can be concluded that a fixed link or scanning telemetry device with a single
wind turbine obstructing the direct path between the transmitter and receiver can produce a
fade margin ranging between 3dB to 1.5dB for 1% of the time.
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Figure 37: CDF of the wanted signal relative to its median with increasing frequency
for a single turbine
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Measurements were also made to try and gauge the extent of the Fresnel zone which had
an impact with regards to signal fading. The measurements were performed as a function of
perpendicular offset distance from the point of the receiver being in-line with the wind turbine
and transmitter. Figure 38 and Figure 39 below show the results at 436 and 1477MHz
respectively.
Figure 38: CDF of the wanted 436MHz signal relative to its median with respect to
offset distance from the centre axis
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Figure 39: CDF of the wanted 1477MHz signal relative to its median with respect to
offset distance from the centre axis
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Figure 38 shows that as the receiver system moves off axis from the wind turbine and
transmitter, the 1% measured fade below its median decreases from 2.5dB to 2.2dB at 30m
and 1.2dB at 60m. This indicates that as the receiver moves away from the centre axis, the
level of fading due to the single turbine drops. A similar pattern is also observed when the
transmitted signal is being enhanced.

Measurement of scattering and reflecting effects
This part of the measurement trial used a wideband channel sounder, operating at three
frequencies: 436MHz, 1477MHz and 3430MHz.The results of a typical sounder
measurement are shown in Figure 40, with sample time on the axis towards the reader, and
excess delay increasing from left to right. The direct, line of sight, signal is represented by
the peak at the left of the plot, and a number of discrete, permanent reflections are evident,
two of which are indicated by the red arrowed lines. Some of these reflections will
correspond to individual wind turbines, while others will be due to other clutter, such as
pylons.
Given the locations of the wind turbines, and of the sounder terminals, it is straightforward to
calculate the propagation time delay that would be associated with energy scattered from
each turbine. Having isolated the reflections from individual wind turbines, the time-series of
reflected power levels can be examined, and the amplitude expressed relative to the direct
path, allowing the radar cross section (RCS) to be determined.
As before, a pair of vehicles was used for the trial; the sounder transmitter and power
amplifiers were mounted in one vehicle which remained stationary during each day of
measurements. The receiving equipment was mounted in a second vehicle which moved
between appropriate receive sites.
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Figure 40: Output of a typical channel sounder measurement

The measurements presented here were made at a wind farm (i.e. featuring multiple
turbines) in Coldham, Cambridgeshire.
Figure 41: Relative measurement positions around the Coldham wind farm

Four sets of measurements were made, at positions shown in Figure 41. The first set of
measurements, for backscatter, saw the transmitter and receiver in the same nominal
location, separated by approximately 10m. The remaining three sets of measurements
involved moving the receiver; two sets of intermediate measurements taken either side of
the wind farm, and a final set of forward scatter measurements, with the receiver placed on
the far side of the wind farm with respect to the transmitter.
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The RCS results calculated from the wind farm measurements in Coldham are shown in
Table 6 (time constraints prevented measurement at some of the higher frequencies).
Table 6: Summary of RCS results
RCS (dBm2)
Frequency
(MHz)

Backscatter

Intermediate 1

Intermediate 2

Forward
scatter

436

38

31-48

46-53

60

1477

42

20-43

25-42

54

3430

-

22-36

-

41

Conclusions
We commissioned a study to enhance our understanding of the interference effects that
wind farms may have on fixed wireless and scanning telemetry systems. This study
comprised two measurement campaigns, one to measure diffraction and another to measure
scattering effects.
The diffraction measurements show that the interference sector behind a single turbine
decreases with increasing frequency. This implies that the Fresnel zone decreases with
increasing frequency as predicted by diffraction theory. A single turbine can produce
measured fades as large as 3dB for UHF scanning telemetry links and 2dB for fixed links
operating between 1.5 and 18GHz. A wind farm (with seventeen turbines) can produce
measured fades as large as 10 to 15dB for 1% of the time. These fades can be as large as
15 to 20dB for 0.1% of the time, thus reducing the wanted signal by this margin.
The measured fades drop to 2 to 3dB for 1% of the time and 4dB for 0.1% of the time, for
frequencies less than 1GHz, if the edge of the wind farm (i.e. the outermost turbine) is 625 to
725m in lateral separation from the link path. Similar reductions in fading were observed for
frequencies greater than 1GHz if the edge of the wind farm is 350 to 625m in lateral
separation from the link path.
For frequencies below 1GHz the fading observed at a lateral separation of less than 725m
can be considered as an effect from the edge of a wind farm. For frequencies above 1GHz
the fading observed at a lateral separation of 350m or less can be attributed to the turbines
due to the regularity of the fades with respect to time. These measured lateral separation
distances suggest that the co-ordination trigger criteria of 1000m for frequencies lower than
1GHz and 500m for frequencies higher than 1GHz adopted by Ofcom will be valid for fades
that occur less than or equal to 0.1% of the time.
It has been proposed in previous studies that the most satisfactory method for predicting the
impact of wind turbines on radio systems is to characterise turbines in terms of their radar
cross section (RCS), and to apply the bistatic radar equation, taking full account of diffraction
and clutter losses on both wanted and reflected paths. However, the primary problem in the
application of such a method is that there is little data on the RCS of wind turbines. Our
consultants’ limited measurements of the scattering effects of wind turbines have established
some useful methods for the estimation of RCS and, therefore, the characterisation of
interference effects on wireless systems.
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3.6

Predicting areas of spectrum shortage

Background
One part of our role as communications regulator in the UK is to ensure that sufficient radio
spectrum is available to meet the needs of the UK, both now and in the future. To inform this
requirement there are a number of reports available which forecast future demand for
services, although these reports generally do not take into account the implications of this
changing demand on spectrum, nor the effects that new technology may have on the
amount of spectrum required.
In order to gain an overall perspective of demand and supply and ensure that sufficient
spectrum is available in a timely manner, it is necessary to have a somewhat wider
understanding of the future usage of spectrum.
It is generally recognised that demand for services is complex and uncertain, and similarly
that the introduction of new technologies is also, to some extent, unpredictable. However,
even though the future requirements for spectrum cannot be known exactly, it is possible to
model a set of potential future scenarios in order to identify if and where spectrum shortages
are likely to arise, highlighting the high risk frequencies and services at particular points in
time - this is the approach that our consultants have taken in this study.
The objective of this study was:
… to build a model capable of considering a number of scenarios of
both the growth in spectrum demand based on application growth
and also the ability of networks to respond to that demand based on
typical investment timelines, speed of standardisation etc. The model
can then be used to understand under which scenarios and
timescales congestion occurs. Possible regulatory action to avoid
these periods of congestion can then be examined.
The work that we report on here enables us to:
•

Recognise emerging technologies which will have the largest effect on
spectrum;

•

Inform the market about potential future spectrum shortages in order that
network operators and others can plan their businesses more effectively, to
the benefit of the UK economy;

•

Determine the best position to take in international negotiations on spectrum
harmonization through demand prediction, and;

•

Anticipate how spectrum demand may change in the next 15–20 years.

The research
Our consultants considered the following services on the basis that they require significant
amounts of spectrum and are likely to be of most interest in understanding potential future
spectrum shortages: Cellular, short range wireless, broadcast TV, broadcast radio, fixed
wireless access and backhaul.
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Of these services it is apparent that cellular and short range wireless are of most interest
since it is for these services that demand is likely to change significantly over the next 10-15
years.
Spectrum demand for broadcast TV could also increase significantly although this can be
‘overflowed’ to satellite transmission and hence is likely to be of lower priority than those
services that fundamentally require mobility. Our consultants did not believe that broadcast
radio will demand significantly more or less spectrum over the period.

The applications and technologies studied
Whilst voice has traditionally been the main application for cellular services, this is changing
rapidly with the growth of 3G data cards, video streaming and downloadable applications.
For short range wireless, such as WiFi, the main applications are data-centric as a ‘wireless
tail’ from fixed lines to PCs in the home and public areas. Other innovative data-centric
applications continue to be introduced and are likely to dominate traffic growth over the next
few years. Our consultants therefore studied a range of applications ranging from those
available today to some which are inherently speculative, including a number of ‘breakout’
options such as 3D television and the growth of mobile virtual worlds.
The primary forecasts for application demand growth have come from previously published
results, extrapolated as necessary to 2025. Sources such as earlier Ofcom reports, the
UMTS Forum and the WiMAX Forum have been consulted and incorporated. Our
consultants then amalgamated these applications into a number of scenarios and applied
growth rates to them according to the scenario of interest.
The demand forecasts taken as inputs to this work predict that the main applications driving
growth in spectrum demand for cellular will be video streaming and downloads, with
increasing demand for machine-to-machine communication. Voice will cease to dominate as
these new applications grow in popularity.
The main applications that will drive spectrum demand for short range wireless will be web
browsing, email, gaming and video streaming, recognising that much of this traffic is in the
home.
In Figure 42 below we show the baseline ‘Business As Usual’ traffic forecasts that are used
in this study.
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Figure 42: Total Offered Traffic (Terabytes) in ‘Business As Usual’ by Service (log
scale)

Our consultants built on these forecasts for demand growth in traffic over the period from
2008 to 2025 and the likely changes to applications and networks that may occur during this
period. They also took into account other factors, such as technology improvements as new
data compression technology is introduced and as current cellular networks are increasingly
replaced by 3G and other emerging standards. They also looked at changes in supply of
spectrum, delays in re-farming bands and emerging standards, to understand the pressure
on spectrum that is likely to result under a number of different scenarios.

Results
Before discussing the results, it is important to note that demand for spectrum is not
absolute, but depends on a wide range of factors including price. So whilst we discuss
‘potential shortage’ of spectrum, this needs to be interpreted as a shortage according to a
particular set of assumptions. In practice, if spectrum is in relatively short supply, network
operators will tend to introduce more cell sites and will introduce fewer advanced high traffic
services (or will tariff them very highly). Similarly if spectrum is readily available, networks
will tend to be less dense and operators will be more generous with their offerings. The
reader should therefore not interpret ‘potential shortage’ as meaning that consumers will
suffer poor quality of service, nor should the reader attempt to draw conclusions about
appropriate price levels for spectrum from this report.
Our consultants built a number of scenarios within which they studied demand and supply
growth for wireless spectrum. These range from a central ‘Business as Usual’ view up to ‘All
You Could Want’ which assumes very high growth for data-centric applications and rapid
progress in network technologies and roll-outs driven by this demand. On the more
conservative side there are two scenarios which model the cases where demand growth
starts to fall off, and network growth slows accordingly. Our consultants derived the
scenarios specifically for this project and are independent from those developed in other
projects documented in this report.

Cellular
For the three high growth scenarios of ‘Business As Usual’ (baseline), Wire Free World and
All You Could Want, our consultants believe that there is likely to be significant pressure on
spectrum over the next 3-4 years as take-up of data services increases ahead of new
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network rollout. This will tend to limit growth of new applications until new spectrum and
improved network technologies become available.
The pressure on spectrum is likely to become less acute from around 2012 because of the
shift from 2G to enhanced 3G networks and subsequently (in 2014) because of the Digital
Dividend release. Beyond 2014 increases in demand for cellular services are largely
matched by the availability of spectrum, except in the most aggressive growth scenario. This
arises because of a combination of two factors: the growth in demand for services is
paralleled by growth in spectral efficiency of advanced technologies and use of smaller cells,
and there is additional spectrum made available through this period.
There is also an increase in spectrum availability beyond 2010 because of the 2.6GHz band
becoming available and an additional block of spectrum assumed by our consultants to
become available from public sector release (Ministry of Defence) providing capacity from
2015 in the 2.7-4GHz region. However, it may take a significant time to re-farm spectrum
from one service to another.
A key feature in reducing pressure on spectrum for cellular services is the improved
efficiency of newer standards compared with GSM. Moving from GSM to 3G and beyond our
consultants expect major improvements in efficiency arising from the use of CDMA
technologies and more sophisticated coding techniques. Without these improvements it
would be very difficult to provide sufficient spectrum for advanced high-speed data services.
Figure 43 shows the forecasts for increased cellular spectrum demand across all current and
possible future bands under the different scenarios examined. This shows the short-term
pressure that our consultants expect over the next 4-5 years, a subsequent easing as new
technologies are introduced, and renewed pressure after 2017 in high growth scenarios.
Figure 43: Increased demand for cellular spectrum (all bands, 100MHz – 4,000MHz)

Short Range Wireless
Our consultants forecast very high growth in demand for spectrum for short range wireless
services in several scenarios, resulting in an increase in pressure on spectrum in
approximately 2020. This arises as a result of very high growth in fixed line data traffic and
short range wireless being used as the link to the PC or other terminal in the home and other
locations including work and leisure venues.
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The short range nature of WiFi and UWB and the very high burst rates that these
technologies aim to deliver mean that this pressure on spectrum will however result in a
reasonably graceful degradation of network performance as congestion starts to have an
impact, reducing data rates and perhaps having a knock-on impact on the volume of offered
traffic. The problems may be localised, confined to a small percentage of the country, but,
because demand tends to cluster in time and space, it will affect a significant proportion of
users of the technology in the very high growth scenarios.
Although our consultants believe that there is sufficient spectrum for WiFi today, this seems
to be contrary to experience in dense urban areas where congestion occurs. They believe
that a significant amount of this congestion is due to inefficient use of spectrum, the number
of different networks and limits on user numbers rather than spectrum shortage per se. This
will become an increasing issue in the short and medium term as traffic grows. Increasing
introduction of 5.8GHz systems will alleviate this, as could moves to licensed bands for
‘business critical’ services.
A complicating factor for short range wireless spectrum demand will be the extent to which
UWB is successful. There is significant spectrum available today for UWB. If widely adopted
it could take some of the very high bandwidth short range traffic from WiFi, although range
and propagation through walls will be a limiting factor.
In Figure 44 we show the forecasts for short range wireless spectrum demand under the
different scenarios examined.
Figure 44: Increased demand for short range wireless spectrum

Broadcast TV and Radio
The high growth scenarios that our consultants modelled allow for a dramatic increase in the
number of broadcast TV channels. This means that spectrum demand for broadcast TV
channels could also increase significantly. However, our consultants assumed that this can
be provided over satellite and therefore did not consider that it will create significant pressure
on spectrum competing with applications that are fundamentally mobile and which have no
alternative means of delivery.
Additionally, increasing moves to HDTV coupled with increasing subscriptions to premium
satellite channels could mean that Digital Terrestrial TV increasingly caters for fewer
subscribers over the timescales of this study.
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Fixed wireless access
For fixed wireless access the majority of demand is in rural areas and our consultants
forecasted significant spectrum surplus for the foreseeable future. Only beyond 2019 do they
see a significant issue and only then under highest growth scenario. Should the demand for
communications take off to this extent, our consultants thought it possible that one would
see a much wider roll-out of fibre to the home, which in turn would reduce the pressure on
fixed wireless access as a technology.

Technology improvements
It is clear from the results that improvements in technology are critical to meeting the
demand for spectrum over the coming decade. Previously published results for growth in
traffic demand show factors of ten or more compared with today; in the higher growth
scenarios this can be much higher as use of wireless data become ubiquitous.
Although it is possible to increase supply of spectrum by a significant amount, it is difficult to
achieve much more than a factor of 2-3, partly because of the short ranges exhibited in the
higher frequency bands. Similarly it is difficult to envisage all this additional capacity in the
wide area being provided by additional macrocells – the cost, logistics and acceptability of
these are already partially limiting factors.
This leaves a very large gap to be made up by the introduction of new technologies that
improve spectral efficiency, such as newer modulation formats, improved reuse etc.
Specifically our consultants assume that improvements in cellular technology will continue to
be introduced, improving both data rates and spectral efficiency. Additionally, use of
improved on-air protocols will be important for short range wireless if the bands are to be
used more efficiently.
Our consultants have assumed in this work that these improvements come into being over
the next 5-10 years and are adopted by the industry and users alike. However, if this does
not happen then lack of capacity could form a barrier to growth.
An additional concern is that it is difficult to drive improvements in technologies for
unlicensed bands, since the market here is uncontrolled and very cost sensitive. Low cost
WiFi systems, security systems and audio-video repeaters use these bands and continue to
be introduced in high volumes.

Dense urban areas
The majority of this study has considered ‘dense urban’ as the neighbourhood type
(‘geotype’) of main interest, with ‘dense rural’ being used for fixed wireless access since that
is where the bulk of fixed wireless access subscriptions and traffic is expected to occur.
‘Ultra-dense urban’ is however the limiting case and is exemplified by certain areas of the
City of London, transport termini, sporting venues etc. However, it should not generally be
taken as the driver for spectrum demand since population and traffic densities in these areas
are sufficiently high to justify taking special measures to deliver services.
Cellular provision in ultra-dense urban areas is today provided by significantly increasing the
number of cell sites, either through use of microcells, or through remote radio heads
(equivalent to picocells). Cell spacing can be as little as a few hundred metres and buildings
will have indoor coverage specifically designed to provide very high capacity through use of
low power cells. Our consultants believe that similar techniques will continue to be used in
future, with increased emphasis on more microcells and picocells, coupled with femtocells
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when these become widely available to provide the very high capacity, very short range,
coverage that data-centric applications may require.
The widespread use of WiFi that we see today will continue and grow in urban areas. This
poses specific difficulties, since there is no management of quality between the very many
independent service providers (which include various cafes, venues, corporate offices as
well as the public service providers such as Openzone and T-Mobile). Our consultants
expect continued pressure on traffic within the 2.4GHz band, with congestion and quality of
service issues growing over the next few years.

Conclusions
Our consultants concluded that there is a significant risk of short-term increases in the
pressure on spectrum supply arising from transitions between different technologies,
particular in the cellular domain. An example could be the migration from 3G to next
generation long-term evolution (LTE) services. This may occur under moderate to high
growth assumptions. In the medium term, these pressures will ease with the migration to
more spectrally efficient technologies and as additional spectrum is released for cellular
services. In the longer term, it appears that improvements in spectral efficiency and the
move to higher density network architectures will provide sufficient capacity to handle most
high-end predictions of future demand, although there could still be limitations due to
pressure on spectrum in the timeframe to 2020.
Within the scenarios presented here, our consultants concluded femtocells are not delivering
a significant capacity gain for 3G network operators, primarily because a large fraction of
cellular traffic is unsuited to femtocells. Additionally, they may require a dedicated (5MHz)
channel which could detract from the operators’ overall network capacity.
The use of short range wireless systems will increasingly lead to increased pressure on the
unlicensed bands in high density areas, with the potential for negative effects both on
consumers and on organisations that use WiFi and similar systems for business-critical
applications. Increasing the introduction of systems operating at 5.8GHz will alleviate this.
Ofcom undertakes a continual programme of spectrum monitoring, to ensure that we have a
clear picture of how spectrum is actually used in practice. The conclusions from this study
could be used to inform and target the monitoring programme, so that we are able to identify
pressures on spectrum before they become a problem.
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Section 4

4. Conclusions
4.1

Summary of research reports

Over the past 12 months we have commissioned a wide range of research projects,
addressing two broad areas:
Communications in society: Entertainment and the environment; and
Spectrum: Modelling, measurement and future usage.
The summary findings of the consortia of industry, consultants and academic institutions that
have undertaken the technical work on Ofcom’s behalf are set out below.

4.2

Communications in society: Entertainment and the environment

Delivering high quality video services online
This project considered whether there were any barriers, either commercial or technical, in
delivering services such as video-on-demand across the open Internet in the short-medium
term. The project concluded that core networks could be upgraded to provide sufficient
capacity as needed. In the case of extreme traffic demands, the costs to do this might be in
the region of £1 – £3 per household per month on top of existing ISP subscriptions; however,
given the increase in value of the data consumed in the home this increase in price might be
acceptable.

Entertainment in the UK in 2028
Entertainment services can be delivered over many kinds of networks, both wired and
wireless. Our consultants studied the entertainment services that consumers are likely to
want in the next 10-20 years and then considered whether sufficient networks, technologies
and spectrum exist to enable these services to be provided. They suggested that there are
two key scenarios which might unfold. In the first, users download most content to a home
server and then distribute it around the home. Content is ‘side-loaded’ onto mobile devices
via wireless in-home connectivity. Most video consumption is in the home on large screens.
In the second scenario the mobile device becomes the entertainment server. Content is
loaded directly onto the mobile via a range of networks and video consumption takes place
when mobile or in a range of locations.
In terms of communications resources, our consultants predicted that the ‘home’ scenario
can be readily accommodated with existing or planned core, access and wireless networks.
However, they found that the ‘mobile’ scenario could lead to increased spectrum pressure in
around 10 years time as demand builds. Our consultants noted that this demand might be
met, for example, with released military spectrum in the 4GHz band.
Our consultants concluded that either of the two scenarios could unfold with equal
probability. It may be possible to predict which scenario is transpiring by monitoring a
number of metrics such as the take-up of mobile data. We could then take proactive steps to
adjust our spectrum policies as a result, encouraging more rapid release of spectrum across
key bands, if needed. This is an important result that enables us to better understand
whether demand for entertainment services will overwhelm key networks in coming years.
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Communication systems and the environment
Our principal duty is the promotion of citizen and consumer interests, which arguably include
environmental considerations. In the future, we may be expected to consider environmental
impacts explicitly, so we commissioned a study to understand whether this would materially
change the decisions we make, particularly relating to radio spectrum.
Our consultants noted that assessing the absolute environmental impact of any network was
extremely difficult given the many components, such as base stations, handsets, computer
servers, civil works, eventual decommissioning costs, power requirements and so on. Many
of these would have a large international component – for example, handsets are mostly
made outside of the UK and might also be recycled or disposed of internationally.
However, it is much simpler to assess the relative environmental impact of different networks
since this substantially reduces the scope of those areas that need be considered. The
project included a number of case studies, which showed that for consumer services the
environmental impact is typically dominated by the end-user devices and not the network.
So, for example, although a satellite broadcast network uses less power than a terrestrial
broadcast network, this is only a tiny fraction of the power consumed in the home and hence
generally not a key reason to prefer one system over another. Another interesting case study
showed that, from an environmental viewpoint, a network that made extensive use of
femtocells was preferable to one that achieved the same coverage via additional macro and
microcells.
The study shows that tensions might arise between existing policy approaches and greater
weight being placed on environmental impacts. For example, using spectrum more efficiently
might enable additional networks to be deployed, leading to valuable new services – but
would increase environmental impacts. Promoting competition through infrastructure
deployment would also tend to increase environmental impact. However, it is not uncommon
for such tensions to arise and solutions are typically found by weighting the various
approaches appropriately.

4.3

Spectrum: Modelling, measurement and future usage

Spectrum monitoring using moving vehicles
We commissioned a study to investigate a novel way of measuring spectrum utilisation over
a wide area. Our consultants’ approach involved deploying measurement equipment on the
roofs of the vehicles used by a UK-wide sales force to capture information on frequency
bands from 10MHz to 6GHz. The project led to the first tool able to show occupancy across
the UK in all of key bands working in real-time from a data set of over 200GB of
measurements. Initial analysis of the data suggests it is possible to extract accurate usage
information across a wider range of locations than previously possible.

Estimating the utilisation of key licence-exempt bands
We commissioned the design of a novel monitoring system based on smart phone devices
with GPS and WiFi capabilities. These were then carried around city centres to measure
levels of congestion in public WiFi networks. The measurements showed that WiFi was
relatively uncongested, even in those environments where there were many WiFi networks.
The protocols within WiFi appeared to generally work well in sharing the available resources.
Many anecdotes, such as the congregation of WiFi devices onto default channels, were
shown to be false. However, the work showed that where WiFi performance was poor, for
example in some London train stations, this was predominantly due to interference from non-
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WiFi devices. The worst interference appears to come from video senders – devices that can
send TV signals throughout the house, allowing, for example, all TVs to view the signal from
a set-top box. This is a new insight, not noted before, and would explain many of the
anecdotal observations. It is also somewhat worrying as video senders appear to be
proliferating.

Wide-range propagation model
We are currently half way through a two year project which is working towards unifying the
many existing propagation algorithms into a smaller set, a so-called wide-range propagation
model. Work in the first year has concentrated on identifying the constituent sub-models that,
in the second year, will be combined into the unified model. This year our consultants have
developed a number of sub-models, including an approach to capture the sporadic
interference caused by the ionosphere and meteorological phenomena.

Understand the effect of wind farms on communication systems
We commissioned a series of field trials to measure the effects of wind farms on fixed link
and scanning telemetry systems. The study found that the most satisfactory method for
predicting the impact of wind turbines involves characterising turbines in terms of their radar
cross section. Our consultants’ limited trials established a useful method for performing this
characterisation.

Predicting areas of spectrum shortage
We commissioned a project, which examined possible demand for spectrum from different
services including cellular, short range, broadcasting and fixed wireless access. It uses a
wide range of scenarios, some of which are deliberately extreme, in order to understand
whether there is sufficient supply to meet these demands across a number of different
frequency bands and services. Our consultants’ modelling factors in known and predicted
spectrum releases, improvements in technology and detailed models of different types of
networks.
The study suggests that there will likely continue to be a need to maintain our market-based
approach to spectrum management, in order to ensure that the finite supply of spectrum in
the most sought-after frequency bands is channelled to the users and uses that generate the
greatest benefits for society. Pressure on frequencies below 15 GHz may be mitigated by
spectrum awards and on the release of spectrum by public sector users. The latter is subject
to decisions by government departments, especially the Ministry of Defence 11. The
conclusions of the study are broadly consistent with work carried out for the Independent
Audit of Spectrum Holdings on spectrum demand for non-government services 2005-2025
12
.
Demand for spectrum depends on a wide range of factors, including price, whether set by
the market or AIP, the availability of spectrum on the secondary market and release of
additional spectrum. For example, if licence fees were reduced, demand would rise and
shortages would become more likely. A similar result would ensue if spectrum releases were
curtailed. The study suggested that for almost all services and scenarios, the effective
supply of spectrum will potentially grow faster than underlying demand, with implications for
appropriate policies to be followed on spectrum pricing, trading and release. The study
11

See http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/file46420.pdf and http://www.mod.uk/NR/rdonlyres/40622FC9DC7B-40FC-B48A-90408F6F7676/0/spectrumstatement_051208.pdf
12
See http://www.spectrumaudit.org.uk/pdf/spectrum_demand.pdf
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concluded that pressure on available supply was most likely to be experienced in two
particular cases. First, under a number of cellular scenarios, spectrum demand will increase
more quickly than supply in the next few years as wireless data grows. Secondly, under the
most aggressive demand growth, the study predicted that there will be increased pressure
on spectrum for short range wireless services in around 10 years. However, as mentioned
above, these findings significantly depend on the amounts of spectrum public sector bodies
decide to release to the market within the study period.

4.4

Future research programme

Over the past six months, we have consulted widely, both within Ofcom and externally, on
suitable topics for the 2009/10 research programme. At the time of writing, ten projects are
under consideration:
•

Communications technologies for assisted living. In this project we seek
to understand which services and underlying technologies will be required by
elderly and disabled people in order to enable them to lead a fully inclusive
life. We can then predict future requirements on communications networks
and act, if necessary, to ensure that there are no technical or regulatory
barriers to the provision of these services;

•

The future of advertising. Here we propose to undertake a study of the
technologies that are likely to be used as advertisers turn to increasingly
innovative ways to generate revenue. Technologies for behavioural and
personalised advertising are of particular interest, along with the implications
for the individual’s privacy;

•

Technology horizon scanning. More generally, we need to keep abreast of
emerging, and entirely new, technologies. This project will involve seeking
expert judgement on the likely impact of emerging technologies across
Ofcom’s industry sectors;

•

Assessing network quality of experience. The most common measure of
network performance is speed or data rate. However, there are many other
ways to categorise and measure performance – and many factors that affect
network performance. In the future, a more varied selection of metrics will be
required to categorise network performance, especially important given the
increasing amount of multimedia traffic. We are, therefore, proposing to
investigate how the user’s view of ‘quality of experience’ relates to underlying,
network-level performance metrics. We then propose to investigate
technologies that could be deployed to realise quality of experience levels in a
network. Such technologies could be used to make better use of the network
link through innovative traffic management and may enable users to get
better broadband performance without the need to upgrade to a faster line;

•

The capacity limits of fibre networks. Fibre optic networks offer the
promise of data rates to the home in excess of 50Mbit/s and substantially
more in future years as the technologies evolve. It is often suggested,
anecdotally, that the capacity of fibre networks is so great, it can be
considered unlimited. In reality, capacity will depend on a number of factors,
such as network design, the technologies used in network equipment and the
quality of the fibre optic itself. We are proposing a study to inform us on these
limitations;
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•

Understanding the deployment efficiency of microphones in UHF
spectrum. One of the key uses of spectrum in UHF Bands IV and V (470 –
862MHz) is wireless microphones for programme making and special events
(PMSE). This equipment is still primarily analogue, although digital technology
is available on the market and increasingly being used in professional
settings, such as West End theatres. Digital microphones are becoming
available, which are more spectrally efficient, but may suffer from latency
between input and output. We are proposing a study to develop a better
understanding of the spectral efficiency of analogue and digital wireless
microphones;

•

Study of current and future receiver performance. The cost of TV
receivers influences their performance. While they may provide a good quality
of reception currently, there is a concern that after the switch from analogue
to digital TV is completed, cheaper receivers may be susceptible to
interference from new services operating in the UHF band. The proposed
study will investigate the cost impact of improving receiver performance to
ensure that new services can co-exist with digital TV with no degradation in
quality;

•

Locating devices in areas where GPS is unavailable. Ofcom has
previously suggested that cognitive radio devices may be allowed to operate
in the UHF bands once the switch from analogue to digital TV is complete.
Cognitive radios are able to opportunistically use frequencies which may
ordinarily be in use by others. One condition of their use is that steps are
taken to minimise the risk of them interfering with existing spectrum users.
One approach is to maintain a database of observed radio activity at various
locations; a cognitive radio would check the database prior to communicating
to be sure that its target frequency is not being used. This approach requires
cognitive radios to know their location. GPS is a popular positioning service,
but may not always be available at all locations. We are therefore proposing a
study to investigate other methods of deriving location information;

•

Understanding likely interference effects of future power line
communications equipment. There are a number of wired and wireless
technologies available for home networking. One approach that appears to be
gaining popularity is networking through the electrical mains wiring within the
house, with the current generation of products offering data rates of up to
200Mbit/s. These products may interfere with existing spectrum users, such
as short wave radio, maritime and aeronautical transmissions. The purpose of
the proposed study is to investigate how the technologies used in these
products are likely to evolve in the coming 5 to 10 years and to understand
the likely interference effects on existing radio systems; and

•

Improving our propagation models. Precipitation has a surprisingly
profound effect on radio waves, especially those at the higher frequencies
that are used for fixed wireless links. If our tools do not accurately model the
effects of sleet and snow there is a possibility that we will be overly cautious
in our approach to spectrum management, leading to less efficient use of the
spectrum. This study will investigate and propose ways in which to improve
the accuracy of our modelling tools.

The activities and outcomes of these projects will be presented in the next annual research
report.
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Annex 1

1. Research projects and consortia
This report presents the findings of the consortia of industry, consultants and academic
institutions that have undertaken the technical work on Ofcom’s behalf. We gratefully
acknowledge the work of the consortia on these projects and the help received from many of
the consortia members in compiling this report.
Project title

Consortium members

Estimating the Utilisation of Key Licence
Exempt Bands

MASS Consultants Ltd.
Plum Consultants Ltd.

Entertainment Socio-Economic Study:
Technology Scenarios Development (“The
Future of Entertainment”

Quotient Associates Ltd.
Aegis Systems Ltd.
?WhatIf! Digital

Understanding the Environmental Impact of
Communication Systems
Delivering High Quality Video Services
Online

Plextek Ltd.
eftec Ltd.
Analysys Mason
PA Consulting

Predicting Areas of Spectrum Shortage

University of Surrey
Ian Pearson

Capture of Spectrum Utilisation Information
Using Moving Vehicles

CRFS Ltd.
STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
dB Spectrum Ltd.

Wide-Range Propagation Model
Aegis Systems Ltd.
Signal Science Ltd.
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Annex 2

2. Glossary
ABS

Antilock Braking System

AIP

Administered Incentive Pricing

AP

Access Point

CAGR

Compound Annual Growth Rate

CDF

Cumulative Density Function

CDMA

Code Division Multiple Access

DTT

Digital Terrestrial Television

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GPS

Global Positioning System

GSM

Global System for Mobiles

HD

High Definition

ICT

Information and Communication Technologies

IP

Internet Protocol

IPTV

Internet Protocol TeleVision

ISM

Industrial, Scientific and Medical

ISP

Internet Service Provider

ITU-R

International Telecommunications Union – Radiocommunications section

LE

Licence Exempt

LLU

Local Loop Unbundling

LTE

Long Term Evolution

MOSLB

Mean Opinion Score Lower Bound

NGA

Next Generation Access

PC

Personal Computer

PVR

Personal Video Recorder

QoS

Quality of Service
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RCS

Radar Cross Section

RF

Radio Frequency

TETRA

TErrestrialTRunked Radio

UHF

Ultra High Frequency

UMTS

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

UWB

Ultra Wide Band

VHF

Very High Frequency

VoD

Video on Demand

VoIP

Voice over Internet Protocol

WBC

Wholesale Broadband Connect
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